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·Mimes from ·the· group Youth With a Mission entertained on campus last week. They were here at the invitation of the UNH New Testament Fellowship. (Michelle Adam photo) 
Evidence .of KKK 
seen on camptJ~ 
By Neal McCarthy 
A recent emergence of whites that believe in 
recruiting by the Ku Klux Klan equality .. .leave your lily neigh-
(KKK) has surfaced in the Sea- . borhoods and live for a year 
coast area, including here at with the blacks in Roxbury ... or 
UNH. poor whites in South Boston, 
Because of the persecu- then you will appreciate your 
tlon, mistreatment and unjust own race." 
acts ·they have waged towards A string of Klan parapher-
mlnorttles in the past, this in- . nalia has also appeared at ~if-
. filtration on campus by KKK ferent places around the UNH 
members has been the focus of campus. 
much concern in the commu- According to Emily Moore, 
nity. assistant Dean of Students and 
The KKK discriminates chair of the Diversity Commit-
against African-Americans, tee, a business'card from the 
Jews, homosexuals, Catholics, ' Klan was found taped to the 
and others who do not coincide entrance door of the. Student 
with their White Anglo-Saxon Development . Office on the 
Protestant (WASP) beliefs. morning of Monday, Septem-
This anonymous move- her 11. 
ment, known as the "Invisible Similar cards have. also .._ _________________________________ ,__JEmpire,KnightsoftheKluKlux been found inside books at 
Klan," has set up a hotline in Dimond Library hi the past, · 
Exeter, N.H. butnorecentreportshave been 
According to an Tues- noted, Moore said. . 
day, ~ptember 26 article in These business cards ask 
HeCllth Services finally accessible 
By Jonathan Arthur 
· Last year Ron Christie, a 
quadriplegic, was unable to get 
into Health Setvices without 
assistance. .This was because 
of inadequacies with the door 
design. 
Someone at the desk in-
side would push a button, trig-
gering an air compressor. In 
tum, the compressed air was 
used to take the weight off the 
air-assisted door. 
Unfortunately, -the person 
entering still had to physically 
open the door. For the handi~ 
capped this presented a prob-
lem. 
· "'There was no way to· get 
into Health Services," (for the 
handicapped), acknowledged 
Dirk Timmons, Karivan Man-
ager. 
UNH had to spendapproxi- · 
matelv fortv thousand dollars 
Foster's Daily Democrat, a youto"Join theKKK.anqFight 
to get the building up to stan- phone call to this number_al- for Race and N~tion." <lards, said Dr. Victor Azzi, lows you to listen to a two to · On the front of the card is executive . direc~or of c~pus three minute recording of · also printed a Connecticut planning. , · · · material spoken from the view- ,address for which· to write "for This summer, work •· point of the KKK. free information.· The back of ·crews rebuilt the interior and Fostflr'S also printed a the card contains more of the exterior of the building. Many transcipt of the KKK recording offensive beliefs that were parts of the constru,ction are which suggests "liberal lefi1:5t mentioned in. the hotline. not yet completed. · ~======..,............,.,.....,.......,. __ .......,.,..,.,.,.........,.,..,..,.,.,..,..,.,...,.......,.....__,;... __ _ 
~1:i:0 ~;:S c~:::;e~:C~ :!P:i!P:#ijfi#.~i::g&,.~i:::J)i:iiJJiii~!!!!!!!!;i1i:i :1::1: ::j :!:::!:!!:!!!!!!!!:!!:!!!:!:!:!!!:;}::!!!:!]J:t::::H!J::ij!jjjjli!!!)[[j)::{?}(··'' '''·'•'·''· 
to ·be done by a contractor in 
· Tennessee, according to Regan. 
The building met handicappeq · 
codes for North Carolina. but 
Regan did not know if the de-
sign met codes for New Hamp-
shire. 
HCA paid to correct many 
of the mistakes they made in 
their original construction. Toe 
building did not meet the needs of the university community, ,,,,-,,:-,-, ,,::::-,,,,::,-,,,,::::,,,,,,,,::,,,,,~,,, 
said Azzi. 
Regan said, "We felt that a 
health facility should be fully 
accesslble." · 
Ron Cristie said the main problem was getting past the ,.,.,:-,-:-,-,.,.,., ,.,.,.,.,.,.,-,-:-,-:-:-,-,-,,::;,, 
seconddoor. Peoplew9uldhave 
to open · the doors for him be-
cause he does not have enough 
use of his arms to do so him-
self. 
According to .Azzi, New 
Hampshire state laws do not 
require that doors open auto-
matleally. The HCA did not put 
in the doors because they didn't 
have to. -
The Health Services building is now accessible to all. (Matt HEALTH SERVICES, page 9 Leavitt photo) · · !4.!llt.(tft·''·':::,:',\/?t::'.::;::::::: ;, ,,,,;. : . /:::c:,:\., ::: ::::::t ,.Jil:J/j/j/i/j/jljiJti//i/iliiii!il :li!i:i!iliiiii}/Ji■:i/li:l!: 
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Man makes mammoth marine mammals matter 
By Karen. McDonald 
He's called "Stormy," by his 
mom, dad and friends who 
knew about the unique circum-
stances surrounding his birth. 
~. "Stormy," otherwise known as 
Charles Mayo, was practically 
born on a schooner h9at dur-
ing a gale when his mom and 
dad were out tuna fishing. 
. "'Ibey tell me she got to the 
hospital in time to have me," 
said Stormy. "Ever since the . 
· day I was born people ,call me 
·Stonny.tt 
Today, Stormy is still adrift 
·in the waters that he was .born 
in. Following in the footsteps 
of his father the tuna fisher-
man, and his grandfather the 
whaler, Stormy has spent his 
life studying whales and tuna. 
As the director of the Provin-
cetown Center for .Coastal 
Study - a non-profit research 
group in Provincetown, Ma. -
Stormy. studies the population 
biology of the north :Atlant}c 
whales. 
beach or out in a boat." 
According to Stormy, his 
interest for the whale expanded 
after he graduated with a Ph.b 
from the University of Miami in , 
1973. He left Miami and came 
bac_k to his honie town where 
he and his father joined to-
gether. At that point they built 
a schooner and took people out 
on nature sails. · 
His obseIVations of whales 
since 1973 have led him to the 
( 
research he does today on the 
North Atlantic Right Whale, 
which scientists believe are on 
the verge of extinction. They 
are the most "impoverished of 
all large mammals," said 
· Stormy. 
The envtronment is believed 
. to be one of the .leading con-
tributors in the extinction fac-
tor, said Stormy. The right 
whale does not have the same 
amount of food they used to 
have, due to the increase in 
pollution. 
"Whales have been my spe-
cialty for the past 13 or 14 
years,· said Stormy. "It really 
wasn'.t until then that the study 
of whales became popular." 
"The sad thing is that most 
of our pollution ls found in the . 
coastal zone, an area where 
many right,whales feed," said 
Stormy. 
A pair of humpback whales breeching In the waters off the tip of Cape Cod. (ftle · photo) 
needs." :manuiials. ~ 
Stormy said that as a boy 
growing up in Provincetown· he 
had always seen whales, but 
never thought anything about 
it~ 
"My home town was the hot 
spotformarine mammals," said 
Stormy._ "It wasn't unusual to 
see a whale when I was on the 
But pollution does not just 
appear. Human activities add 
to the pollution of once pristine 
places such as Long Island 
Sound, Cape Cod Bay, Dela-
ware Bay and Chesapeake Bay, 
said Stormy. "We can help do 
something, but we have to kn~w 
exactly what the right whale 
Stormy stressed the need to 
be conserv~tive about an ani-
·mal tha~ supposedly may 
become extinct. 
-ntere's a moral responsi-
bility at hand. here," said 
Stormy. "The passion behind 
whales is larg~r th~ the pas:.. 
sion surrounding any other 
1 
But why do so many ·care 
about the future of the whales? 
Why don't we just consider 
. them a partofournaturewhich 
· wm may become / extinct like 
the dinosaurs? 
Economics do not allow 
people to let the whales go 
extinct, ~aid Stormy. · if the 
whales go there will be no whale 
watches, creating less revenue. 
According to Stormy, many 
people cannot be concerned 
about somethir{g that isn't pri-
marily lucrative. 
"I would think there would · 
~ a loss in human spirit ifwe 
·WHALES, page 11_ 
NATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS 
New abortion ,cases 
The Supreme Court has accepted three new 
abortion cases concerningteenagers1rights to'ob-
tain abortiona without invoMng their parents per-
mission. Hodson v. Mimiesota is an appeal of a 
ruling by a Fed~ral appeals court that upheld a 
Minnesota law requiring notice to both parents be- . 
fore a girl under 18 can have an abortion. 
The second case is Ohiov. Akron Center for Re-
productive Health. The state is appealing a Federal · 
appeals court's decision that struck down an Ohio 
law requiring a doctor to notify at least one of the 
teenager's parents before performing an abortion. 
The third abortion case, Turnock v. Ragsdale, 
concerns abortion clinics and offices. A Federal 
appeals court declared unconstitutional an Illinois 
statute and related regulations that require doc:-
tors· offices and clinics where first tri-mester abor-
tions are performed to be designed and equipped 
as if they were small hospitals. The state of Illinois 
is appealing the decision. 
Airplane _crashes in 
Maine . 
, Brigham, Maine (AP) - Authorities say six 
peoplewere,abroad a sightseeing plane that crashed 
Sunday in Bringham, Maine. All of the occupants, 
including three children, survived ~e · crash. · 
The Cessna 172 crashed in a wooded area 
shortly after taking off Sunday morning during the 
20th annual gadabout Gaddis fly-in. Only the two 
older children were hospitalized, and a spokesman 
at Redington:.Fairview General Hospital in Show-
hegan said both were in good condition yesterday 
morning. · 
NH plan to cut. waste 
, Concord, NH (AP) A New Hampshire group gave 
the legislature a plan yesterday aimed at keeping a 
lotoftrashoutoftowndumps. Theplan, bytheNew , i 
Hampshire Resource Forum, intends to · cut the-
amount headed to dumps by three-quarters in the 
1990-s. It pushes for more recycling arid less 
landfilling. ' 
Chairman Dan-Burnham says the main tool is 
re,cycling. It proposes raising the amount of solid 
waste recycled in New Hampshire from the current 
10% to 25% in four years and 50% by the year 2000. 
The plan also proposes limiting the amount of out- . 
of-~tate waste disposeq .ofin New Hampshire. 
South Carolina . offered 
aid 
Charleston, S.C. -The response to t:he region's 
appeal for hurri~ane assistance has been . over-
whelming .. A network of schools, churches, public 
buildings and warehouses have all aided in distrib-
uting food and other material. 
Trucks full of emergency supplies arrived Sun- · 
Court case on 
reUgioµ.s club. 
Omaha --,--- In 1984 Congress pa~ed the 
Equal Access Act. requiring pµblic schools to 
permit religious groups to hold meetings on the 
same basis as other extracurricular activities. A 
Federcµ appehls court upheld the law in a suit 
brought by a group of students at Westside High 
School in Omah~. 
. _The students had been de:r;iied official recog-
nition for their Christian Bible Club. The school 
board is arguing that the statute is unconstitu-
tional. In Board of Education v. Mergens the 
court will decide whether the law amounts to an 
unconstitutional establishment of religion. 
Man pleads innocent 
to drunk d·riving 
charges 
· (AP) _:_ A-33-year old Massachusets man. 
Peter Dushame, pleaded innocent today to two 
charges prompted by an accident in Nashua that 
left a little IO-year-old girl critically injured. 
Dushame was charged with drunken driv-
1 day from around the counby. Thousands of poor 
and homeless· across South Carolina stood in lines 
at distribution centers headed by volunteers. One · 
of the major problems in organizing the distribution 
of supplies has been · the loss of communication 
caused by the storm. 
, Ing, second offense, and with driving after his 
license had been revoked. Pqlioe say a car dl(iven 
by him slammed into two motorcycles whose 
drivers· had pulled into a breakdown lane. 





By Ishi Burdet 
Although most UNH ·~tu-
dents are aware of environ-
mental concerns, less than 
half are actively doing their 
part to help prevent these prob-
lems. 
Out of 100 students sur-
veyed in a recent surveiy, 35 
percent said they consider 
themselves to be knowledge-
able of today's environmental 
problems while 13 percent said 
they are not. Thirty-nine per-
cent said they are "sort of' 
-knowledgeable, and I 3 per-
cent said they.are "not really." 
Trash, the destruction of 
the ra'.in forests, and water 
pollution topped the list of en-
. vironmental problems that 
concerned stude:pts the most. 
POLL, page 11 
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Is anyone wo~ed about all the waste floating arouncfiiihe 
environment? (Michelle Ada.-i, photo) , · 
UNH - ·Lestgraff Institute 
physical education 
exchange planned 
By" John Doherty 
UNH faculty and students 
may soon find themselves in a 
position · to visit the Soviet 
Union and collaborate with 
Soviet professors at the Lest-
graff Institute of Physical Cul-
·ture. 
Foundations for an ex-
change program were laid this 
past summer. UNH .faculty 
including Steve Hardy, chair- _ 
man of the Physical Education 
Department and Dean Ritvo, 
dean of Health and, Human -
services, met to discuss a co-
operative program while three 
Jacultymembersfrom theLest-
graff Institute toured UNH 
earlier this fall, _ 
"There are things we can · 
learn as well as -share," said -
Dean Ritvo, speaking· of the 
value of such a program. 
Lestgraff Institute is the 
oidest Physical Education in-
stitution in the USSR accord-
. 4:ig to Ritvo. 
The two exchanges show a 
marked contrast between So-
viet and Ameri~an - p!J.ysical 
education programs. 
"The -Soviet system is . 
aimed at producing world-class 
athletes and coaches," said 
Ritvo. "'Ibey have a veiy strong 
coaching program, while none 
,exists here at UNH. I feel that's 
something valuable we can 
gain." Hardy's im-
pressions of Leningrad left him 
with an understanding of the 
problems of the Socialist state. 
He said he found Lestgraffs 
· facilities "not at the same level 
as our own." . 
. "Routine repair and main-
tenance of the facilities and 
grounds have· been let go for 
long periods of time." Accord-
ing to Hardy, this is due_ to 
difficulty in obtaining labor and 
materials in the USSR· . 
Overall, Hardy claimed 
that they did not get a long look 
at the facilities, pa:rtly because 
the Institute was not in. ses-
sion. ~e had to go through 
some trust--:building at first; 
claimed Hardy. ' 
· The Soviet visitors. who 
toured the Field House, New 
Hampshire Hall, ,the Russian _ 
department . . the Outward 
Bound Ropes Course • and 
watched · the UNH vs. UMaine 
football game, were excited. 
"They were ecstatic at the 
state of our facilities," said 
Hardy. 
Presently, Ritvo and Hardy 
are working on an article about 
the exchange. Both universi-
ties are talking to faculty most 
appropriate _for another· ex-
change. 
Ritvo feels it would be in-
valuable for students .to · par-
ticipate as well. 
· "I hope to see students, 
graduate or undergraduate, 
involved in-this -program. Not 
only for the _research and col-
laborative opportunities but 
just for the exposure to 'Sovie~ 
culture," stated Ritvo. · 
_ - Hardy also hopes for stu-
dent participation, though he 
believes it will probably involve 
graduate students. 
As program planning con-
tinues, Ritvo and Hardy hope 
for another exchange by the 
end of the academic year. 
Kilcher relates tale of 
homestead· adventure 
By Job C. Heintz 
Alaskan homei;;teader, 
creator arid -lecture,r Yule 
Kilcher accompanied his 50 
year old film, "Pioneer Family 
in Alaska" in Hortpn Hall Tues-
day night. . -
The film is the tale of his 
eight-member family; working 
to provide a sufficent supply of 
food necessaiy to sustain them 
on their Alaskan homestead. 
· Iri time, each -child was 
·expected to cultivate at least 
one acre of land on tl).eir own 
and contribute to the family's 
existence by ·fishing, gathering 
and hunting. · 
· The film explored- every 
aspect of their pioneer life. 
Through 'the years, Kilcher 
acquired more advanced equip-
ment: from horse drawn plows 
to modern tractors. · 
In fact, Kilcher said the 
family "weQt to town" (Homer, 
pop 300) only once a year, for 
supplies. · 
- According to Kilcher, The 
Smithsonian . Institution con-
siders this the only existing 
autobiographical film of Ameri-
can homesteading histo:iy. 
OfKil_cher's eight children, 
five have returned to the area, 
and three are "out in the world." 
They were raised in the woods. 
The oldest, a daughter, 
never -went to school before 
college. 
Kilcher is a believer in home 
schooling. In Alaska, due to 
remote location of many fami-
lies, this type of education is 
more acceptable. Ce :r -
tainly qualified to give his chil-
dren a strol')g academic foun-
dation, Kilcher, a native of 
Switzerland, earned his pro-
fessorship in French from Aix 
En Provence, in France, before 
emigrating to the States. 
He taught his children 
through the Calvert School of 
Baltimore Md., which plans 
lessons for home schooling. 
Kilcher said the film is his 
"attempt to create an· impres-
sion for Americans, of how we 
-looked here 300 years ago." 
His work included assis-
KILCHER,page _14 
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WORLD NEWS 
·6,000 East Germ.ans 
m.ake it to the West 
On Saturday more than 5,500 East 
Germans.who had taken refuge at the West Ger-
man Embassy in Prague and Bonn's embassy in 
Warsaw, arrived at Hof, West Germany. An ar-
rangement approved by Erich Honecker, the East 
German leader, made the arrival in West Germany 
_ possible .. 
The arrange~ent enabled East Berlin to con-
tend that the. refugees had first come home, as had 
been demanded by the East German Government. 
The trains packed with refugees travelled through · 
East Germany on route to the West , as other East 
Germans gathered to wave at {tlem as they sped by. 
Israel requests U.S. aid 
Israel has asked the United States for $400 
millioµ in loan guarantees to finance the construc-
tion of housing for Soviet Jewish Emigres. Israeli 
officials said that some of the housing would proba-
bly be on the West Bank. · 
Secretaiy of State James A Baker had already 
called .on Israel to .. stop settlement activity" in the 
West Bank, wij.ich it has occupied since 1967. An 
administration official said yesterday that thay had 
not formally received Israeli's proposal or taken a 
position on it. 
Israel estimates that it will need $3 billion to 
provide housing, jobs, education and other seIVices 
for the 100,000 Soviet Jews that Israel expects will 
arrive over the next three years. Federal loan 
guarantees, under , a program to fmance housing 
projects in developing countries, would only be able 
to guarantee $125 million in the coming years. 
SKI WITH 
China celebrates 40th 
anniversary 
1be People's Republic of China. celebrated it's 
40th anniversary yesterday in Tiananmen square 
with ,colorful dances and fireworks, along with a stiff 
security staff. The sound of the fireworks was a 
reminder of the machine gun fire at th_e same loca-
tion on June 4 of this year. 
Mao declared the fo~ding of the nation from 
the Tiananmen Rostrum on October 1, 1949. The 
40th anniversacy celeb~tion was to have been an 
occasion ·to commemorate the achievements of eco-
nomic reform over the last 5 years. ~gely because 
of the recent Tiananmen square outrage, however, 
no foreign heads of state or governments came to 
China to Join in the celebration. · 
Denmark perm.its gay 
'partnerships' 
Copenhagen - Six homosexual couples yester-
day were legally joined in "registered partnership" in 
City Hall. These couples were given ~ but a few of 
the rights of married homosexuals. 
T,he ceremonies, followed by traditional throw-
ing of rice and confetti, were held on the day a new 
national law went into effect, making Denmark the 
first country to legalize homosexual unions. Mem-
. hers of Parliament passed the measure in May by a 




v FRE~ Trips to A TTIT AS·H 
WILDCA,.f 
v' Other prizes too! 
' . ' 
BRIEFS 
Colom.bians · tired of 
drug war · , 
Bogota- S~ weeks ofbombings·and shooting 
is enough reason for Colombians to be tired of the 
drug war. Many Colombians are now suggesting 
that the government abandon it's campaign against 
the cocalne lords. 
The Colombian people are staying at home, in 
fear that more hotels, supermarkets, schools and 
shops are hit by explosions. Businesses have 
slowed down and offices and factories are being 
disrupted. Even though c01;nbat troops have been 
posted throughout the city, the Oovemment has 
been powerless to stop the attacks__. · 
People urge ·return of 
Marcos' body 
Philippines - This weekend 1,000 Marcos' 
loyalists took part in a rally yesterday in Manila 
· calling for the government to allow the return of his 
body. Along with Marco's loyalists, many Filipinos 
who were glad he was.ousted, also urged that he be 
buried in their country. They recognize the achieve-
ments. that Marcos contributed to the country. 
The new mood is seen to have created a serious 
political problem for President Corozano C. Aqujno, 
who baqed Mr .. Marcos from returning while he 
was alive and now that he is dead. Many support-
ers-of Mrs. Aguino in Congress favor allowing the 
Marcos remains to return. 
* Deposits due for weekend,· day 
and Spring break trips ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING * Membership fees due * Sign µp early spaces fill quickly 
For more info: 
Office -Hours 9- 4 Mon & Tues 
or call 862-1013 
. Tuesday,OCT. 3 
7 to 9 PM 
Strafford Room in the MUB 
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Students jumped in to swim with Jaws 
S•wyer, photo) . . 
Jaws surfaces in field house 
By Matthew A. Trav~ . . . 
lmaginefloatinghappilyih tarits (RA's) to provide a -fun, ·- Miller, Congreve's Hall Direc-
/ an inner-tube, watching con- . alternative social event as part · tor. 1befact thatitwasadv~r-
tented beach-goers enjoying ofUNH Drug Awareness Week. tised that t)le breathalizerwas 
theirdayin thes~n. Suddenly, The R.A's rented out here, I think, deterred a , lot of 
however, something is amiss. ., the pool for three hours on people from coming." 
People are s_creaming some.: Friday, provided the movie Jaws _ The idea for the pool party 
. thing about a sharkl!HII. But and inner-tubes for the aqua- was formulated by RA. Erin · 
how can this be? You're smack bound theater goers. · Skarkey, aJunfor. While loung-
in the middle of Durham, New A breathalizerwas in use at ing in the water one day, she 
Hampshire. the door to deter anyone from decided "it was a good idea (the 
This-was the scene last entering under the influence, party). I had heard a similar 
Friday night as students took but unfortqnately arrived an idea during my R.A training.~ 
part in "A Jaws Pool Party" at hour late. Althoughalargescreen t.v. 
the field house pool. "We wanted to make sure was set up and ready to go at 8 
The concept was initiated ·. that_peoplewhowere,comingin 
by Congreve Resident Assis- were not drunk", said_ Lisa JAWS, page 11 
i1»ads and loads of valuable information about everyone•~ health was all there at the ··;:~th 
and Wellness Fair. (Ed Sawyer, ·photo) . 
Health and Wellness Fair Informs 
Advice _ available· from a wealth of organ~ations 
By Ellen Harris · 
If you were vided information on subjects 
looking for ·a five minute mas- from drug abuse to eating dis-
. sage, a , free moun·tain bike orders. 
test ride, a cholesterol check, . The fair, which attracted a 
or a bunch of free information constant· but Ught stream of 
on your most important asset, students and faculty, had about 
---- the Granite State Room was twenty participating health,, 
the place . for you to be , on fitness and general wellness 
Friday. ,, , ·organizations from both on and 
The first annual Health off campus. · 
and Wellness Fair provided Gerald Collins, MD repre-
these . services and also pro- sented UNH Health Services 
with many informational pam-
phlets about the prevention of 
drug and alcohol_ abuse. 
The Woman's. Resource 
Center and .. A Safe Place" were ' 
two organizations at the fair 
whose focus was to provide 
inform~tlon about sexual as-
saµlt and physical abuse. 
Kathy Kannett, the Public 
Education Coordinator at .. A 
Safe Place" described the or-
Calendar 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3 , 
Libraiy Exhibit-1'he Palestinians: Their Histmy and 
Traditional Culture." With photog1:"aphs by Swiss 
photographer Jean Mohr, maps and handicrafts of the 
Palestin_ian people. First floor, Library, regular h01;rs, 
through Oct. 22. · 
Career Day - Meet with over 60 employers. Granite 
State Rm. ,-MUB, -1'0 a.m. to 2 p.m. Information on Career 
Planning and Placement. · " · 
Fine Arts_ Lecture - James S. Ackerman, "Origins 6fthe 
Picturesque in America, 1835 - 1858." Rm. A2 l 2, Paul 
Arts, 7:30 p.m. - ' ·· 
Video - "Cover-up Behind the Iran Contra Affair," 
uncovers the real :sto:ry behind the Iraµ Contra ;:µfair. 
- Coos Rirr., .MUB, 7:30 p.Ql. -- . 
-
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4 
18t_!i Centwy Seminar - Ronald LeBfanc, Dept. of 
German & Russian, "The French Connection: European1 
. Prose Fiction in Russian Translation."' Grafton Rm., · 
MUB, noon. 
Library Brown-Bag - "Who are the Palestini3J1.s? Their 
culture and, Demography." Professor,Bilq Khelif, 
Sociology and Anthropology, and Professor Alistair 
Drysda_le
1
, Geography. Forum Rm., Library, noon. ' 
Women's Soccer - vs. M,~ss., 3:30 p.m. 
i" \. ' . 
Film - (3 part series) "Children of Apartheid," interviews 
with white youth who support white supremacy and 
black youth who suffer from it. Waysmeet Protestant 
Student center, 15 Mill Rd., 7 p.m.; free 
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 5 
Last day to withdraw and qualify for 1 /'i tuition· refund. ' 
Graduate School Day- Over 50 graduate school reps 
will be pre~ent. <:1ranite State Rm~. MUB, IO a.m. to 2 
p.m. 
Art Galleries Brown Bag Series - Gallery walk by 
exhibiting faculty artists: Carol Aronson, Arthur 
Balderacchi, Grant Drumhdler and Melvin Zabarsky. 
Paul Arts, noon. 
Lecture - .. Lit~racy, Uterat1:1re and Orality: A Folklorist's 
Pers.pective." Roger Abrahams, Prof. of Folklore~ 
University of Penn. Rm. 129, Hamilton Smith, 12:~0 _to 12 _ 
p.m. 
Earth Sciences -Colloquium ~ ~Jellyfish Lake, Palau and 
the Formation of Insular Phosphorlte Deposits," Dr. W. 
Beny Lyons, UNH. Room 119,.James, 4 p.m. 
MUSO. Film - "My Dinner with. Andre." Strafford Rm., 
MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m. . . 
FRID~Y.- OCTOBER 6 
Last day for grads to carry more than 16 credits witho~t 
a surcharge. 
Last day to drop or change to audit ($25 per course late · 
fee continues to apply.) 
Last day for undergraduates to cany more than 20 
credits without a surcharge; , 
University Theater..:.... "The Foreigner." Johnson Theater, 
8 p.m. NH (Please note: The Elephant Man was 
incorrectly listed in october calender, it was replaced by 
"The Foreigner.") 
. ganization as one that provides 
emergency shelter and support 
services for battered women. 
.. Our services are available 
to ,all of Rockingham County, 
including the university," said 
Kennett. "We don't hear much 
from university women, · but 
1 we'd like to let them know 
WELLNESS FAIR. pagel3 
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. On The Spot 
What is the best . thing that has happened to you since you can1e to · 
calllpus this fall? 
"Seeing the Rolling Stones last 
night. It was a great experience 





"I haven't managed to get any 






· ·"I got tickets to the 
Meadowlands in New Jersey 
to see the Dead. That's 
· definately the best thing. I'm 
going to get so much shit ... all 






"I get to work with Colleen · 
Brennan every Monday. She 




· ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS !!! 
·. How do you keep M.om & Dad informed 
about campus news, sports, · & events? 
Subscribe to Th_e New Hampshire · 
· - of course ! 
. only $ 13 per semester or $ 2~ per year 
. Th_e New Hampshire 
Rm. 110 B, Memorial Union Building 
Durham, N.H. 03824 . ,. 
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Newmarket is 
happy home to_ 
many UNH students 
By Donny Emerick 
Off Campus UNH students seem to mmd the students, 
live comfortably as a welcome but do the police? Lieuten-
part of the -Newmarket popula- ant James Szeliga, of the 
tion and are generally considered NewmaTket Police Depart-
a quiet ~d friendly part of the ,ment, further supported the 
community. Although it may be students. 
surprising to some, especially the , "Most of the time you 
students themselves, residents■, don·tevenknowthey·rehere," 
police and business people of said Szeliga. "'Ihey create 
Newmarket all agree that the littleproblempolice-wiseand 
students are a positive addition when there is a problem, they 
to the town and are welcome only have to be dealt with 
there. once. They know when to 
The exact number of UNH quit ... 
students living in Newmarket is Szeliga did have the ob-
not known. According to statis- vious complaint about the 
tics compiled by the Registrars students. "Alcohol related 
office last September, approxi- partleswithunderagedrink-
mately 200 students live · in the ers , present do cause prob-
town. ' lems for the police... He was 
Maggie Morrison, director of quick to add that they are 
the Commuter-Transfer Center, "limited incidents." 
places the number between 300 "The students are wel-
and 400 persons, while the New- come by the town,.. said 
market Police roughly guess tl;lat Szeliga. "Most are quick to 
there are between 500 and I 000 say hello and are very pleas-
students. ant. They are very coopera-
Regardless of the number it is tive and conduct themselves 
apparent that the student popu- in an adult-like fashion." 
lance is well received said, Linda Newmarket business 
Shields, assistant Manager of people were also very posi-
Flora Ventures. , tive in their support of the 
- "There is nothing bad to say student population of the 
about the student," she said. town. 
"They've helped the economy "In no instance do they 
since the mills all closed down.. subtract from the town and 
. " , instead they have filled a big 
Shields attributes approxi- void," said Sharon Luneau, . 
mately 30 percent of her· busl- owner of Geppettos Pizza. 
ness to students and said, "shes "Eighty percent of my em-
never heard anyone complain ployees are students and 25 
about them." percent of my business can 
Mark Brousseau, a lifetime be attributed to them." 
resident, said that, "the students Anne French, branch 
make up about one third of the manager of Indian Head 
town and keep the place alive in Bank said, -We're busy be-
. the winter months." · cause of the students as evi-
Susan Dubois, a I 0-year dent by the large number of 
member of the town doesn't have student accounts that have 




"They are too busy studying "Maybe 40 percent of our 
to be a problem," said Dubois. business is students and 
"The place would problably be most are very polite and deft-
dead without them." · nitely welcome here," said 
The residents of the town donl French. 
'v 
· ;"~;~ - · -ilo ll,i,_;,r=1r'fr 
Notices 
· ACADEMIC -
UROP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 
AWARDS: Students who wish to _pursue a 
research project . and receive a stipend or 
support to defray, research expenses should 
contact the Undergraduate Research Oppor-
tunities Program (UROP) for information. Ap-
plications and guidelines available in UROP 
Office, Room 209, Hood House. Application 
deadline is October 20. 
UROP PROPOSAL wmTING WORKSHOP: 
Dr. Dennis Meadows, Director of the Policy . 
and Social Science Center, will lead students 
through the steps necessary to prepare a 
competitive research proposal. All interested 
students and faculty are invited to attend. 
· Students applying for UROPresearchawards 
should attend this workshop. Monday, Octo-
. ber9, Rm. 125, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m. 
GENERAL 
LESBIAN SUPPORr GROUP: We are about 
giving and rec~iving support, building friend-
ships -and having fun. Open tQ all UNH and 
non-UNH people. For more info,. call (207) 
439-3995, Tuesdays, Resource Room, 2nd 
floor, Health Services, 8 p.m. 
RETURNING snJDENf SERVICES GAIB-
ERING: Meet people, learn about our serv-
ices and give us your suggestions. Tuesday, 
October 3, Senate Room, MUB~ 12-2:30 p.m. 
GREAT BAY FOOR CO-OP: We are a non-
profit organization run by our members. We 
, sell good food at good prices. October is Na-
tional Co-op Month! Non-members may shop 
for I 0% off. Wednesdays, Hubbard Hall Rec-
reation Room, 4:30-7 p.m. 
WHY A UNIVERSI'IY WOMEN'S COMMIS-
SION: Sponsored by Women's Studies Pro-
gram. Present and past members of the UNH 
Women's Commission will discuss the role 
and hi.story of the Commission as well- as 
provide a forum for you to present your is-
sues, concerns, and questions regarding the 
status of women at the University. Weclnes- , 
day, October 4, Hi)lsborough/ Sullivan Room, 
MlJll, noon to 1 p.m., bag lunch. 
SPANISH CLUB/ GRANADA: An evening of 
fun, food, drinks, music, and information 
about the UNH Study Abroad program in 
Granada, Spain. There will be a brief slide 
show oS well. All welcome! Wednesday, Octo-
ber 4, Room 308, ·Murkland, 7 p.m. 
tJNH CHESS CLUB: An organization devoted' 
to good chess competition. If you enjoy chess 
. competition or seek lessons, drop by. Thurs-
days, Hanover Rm., MUB, 6-9 p.m. 
1llE QUEST FOR 1HE DRAGON'S AMULET: 
Sponsored by Medieval recreation Club~ Com-
bination treasure hunt, role-playing, medie-
val.questing and board gaming fun! Sunday, 
October 8, meet at Hillsborough Rm., MUB, 
· 11 a.m., $3.00. 
HEALTH 
BIRIH CONfROL: Sposored by Office of 
. Health Eclucation & Promotion. Tuesday, 
October 3, Main Lounge, Randall Hall, 7 
p.m. 
AIDS AND sro·s: Sponsored by Office of 
Health Education and Promotion. Tuesday, · 
October 3, Main µ>unge, 1st_ Floor T.V. 
~unge, Congreve South, 8:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S HEALIB: Sponsored by Office of 
Health Education ~d Promotion. Wednes- . 
day, October 4th Kappa Delta Sorority, 8:30 
p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS: 
CLOSED meeting - open to those "who 
have a desire to stop drinking" ONLY. 
Closed Step meeting oil Friday. Ev~ry Mon-
day through frtday, Rm. 201A, Conference 
Room, Health Sevice Center, noon-1 ,p.m. 
MEETINGS 
UNHSKI CLUB-ORGANIZATIONAL MEET-
ING: Sign up for membership and trips. 
Find out about the Ski Club and meet new 
people who love to do what we all love to do 
- ski!! Tuesday, October 3. Strafford Rm .. 
MUB, 7-9 p.m. 
MORTAR BOARD CHAPTER MEETING: 
Mandatory meeting for all members. Ques-
tions, call Cara, 862-5588. Tuesday, Octo-
ber 3, B-Floor, ·Room013, Library, 9:30p.m. 
DEBATESOCIE1YMEETING: For all mem-
bers and those wishing to join or find out 
more about the society. Wednesdays, Rm. 
41, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m. 
PEER SUPPORr GROUP FOR VICflMS OF 
SEXUALASSAULT: sponsored by SHARPP~ 
A free of charge and confidential peer sup-
port group for victims of sexual assault or at-
tempted assault wil be meeting every Wed-
nesday. MUB, 7-8:30 p.m. Infonnation, call 
SHARPP, 862-2050 or 862-1743. 
INIRODUCTION 1U SOSW (Student Or-
ganization of Social Workers): First meeting 
of the year; announcing upcoming events 
and taking suggestions for future activities. 
Thursday. October 5, Rm. 22, Murkland, 
6:30p.m. · 
NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION MONmLY ME~NG: Registration 
and election nominations will be taken. Com-
mittee assignments will be amde on the 
Indians of the Lamprey River ,Area Monday, 




Flr.-;t l11t1l,:e Ji>r Quality _-;/nt'e /919 ~ 
. . T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
f:IHanes 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431-8319 
Aut.umn Pond Park. Route IOI. Greenland. NH 01840 







By Laura A. Deame 
Let's talk pumpkins, folks. 
Ev~ry year fall rolls ~ound, and_ most people express 
sen~ents about the crisp breezes, lively foliage, ancl perhaps 
that Halloween bash that's reallyworth putting a lampshade 
on your head for. 
On the eve of the autumnal equinox. other thoughts creep 
int9 my mind. I -have t<;> deal with the crazed passions of a 
madmap I like to call my father. • You see, dear readers, Dad 
-is convinced that he can grow the biggest pumpkin in the 
world. . · · 
That's ok. Most people I tell that to don't believe me 
either. I told my friend Adam about the pumpkin last week. 
All I got was a pair of googly-eyes and a snicker- "Yeah, right. 
Let me see some proof," he says. · 
· _ . I showed hi~ a picture. Adam got real quiet. Last year 
Dad's pumpkin reached top weight of 406 pounds. I was 2 · 
feet high and 3 feet wide. 
You're all reading this, saying "Sure, it's big, Laura. But 
how does the man do it? · · ,,, 
Basically, every .May Dad goes to Osco and buys the 
biggest, baddest, plastic garbage can available. He sets the 
can up on stilts 10 feet high in the backyard garden, and it's 
filled with 60 gallons of high-test Miracle-Grow fertilizer. 
What a sight. The zucchini plants visibly cringe in terror. 
lben, with some plastic IV tubing going from the gamage can 
to the pumpkin vine, tlfat baby gets fe_d 24 hours a day. No 
steroids, no funny J,usiness. -Just legit pumpkin growing 
here.-
An official weigh~g station of the National Pumpkin 
Contest is in Danvers, Massachusetts. Last year it took my 
3 brothers and a couple of perplexed neighbors to get iton the 
back of the pick-up truck. It survived the trip down 1-95 to 
the weigh-in without being shot at, but needless to say, it. 
didn't win. Some dude from Canada showed up with a 
pumpkin that weighed something like 460. 
Dad isn't netvous about this year, though. That pumpkin 
is big, but sure as the day is long, we aren't going to b~e a 
bunch of pies out of it. 
Laura A. Deame,a reporter and copy editor for The New 
Hampshire, says that if butternut squash is a dog, then acorn 
squash is a bee. 
lnter.ested in Alumni Affairs? 
.. 
Jo 1 n our c·o u n c 11 and serve as a 
vital link between UNH 
-Adm 1 n 1 st rat 1 on, Al um n 1, &-
Students 
BE A STUD~NT AMBASSADOR! 
Information Session:Tues. Oct.17th 
· 7-9 pm in the Hanover Room, MUB 
Open House: Thurs . .- OctJ 9th, 6:30-8 
Elliot ALumn1 Center, Room 1925 -
!For fartntr inf~-ca{{ Laurie 
Af-!F between 9-4 at 862-3852 
............................................... ~ ... • • • • 
• ♦ 
: You Can· Make A :: 
• ♦· 
: I)yf erence-! · 1: 
• • • ♦· • • : Come see what our organiz~tion is about _ , : : 
♦ ♦p 
1 BEYOND WAR· 1: 
• • i _is Meeting at 7:30to 9:-30 i:" 
i in the Hanover Room, 1: 
: MUB : :· • • : October 3rd : : 
• ♦· 
: . Please join us· and see the :: 
: _ difference 'YdU can make! : : . ................................................... . ..........•................•..................... 
. ' 
!DELTA THETA CHI 
we ·are:·a·'close·Rnit··gt·o"Ljp·or\:J"ride-rgradliate·w·o"rnen_ 
who believe in good t imes, lasting f riendships and 
sisterhood. We-have been involved in Raids, 
Fraternity Bids Night, Homecoming, Winter Carnival, 
Blood Drives, Fundra,isers -and Pledge Dances. _ If you _ 
thinl<that these are the type or,activities that you 
-want to become involved io but do not feel that a 
sorority is right ror- y0u1. · -W:. . , ~ ,· '·: , . 
... . RUSH ·.·~ ex 
RUSH DATES: ~-
Mon. Oct. 2~ Graffiti T-Shirt Party 
Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm.,MUB 
Wed . Oct. 4- -Harvest Night 
Murkland Rm. 201 
Thurs. Oct. 5- Psychedelic Rµsh 
-Murkland Rm. 201 
all rushes 
7-9 pm · 
STUDIO ROOMS FOR RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED 
Call 868-2192 for info~ation. 
Only a few rooms left. 
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HEALTH· SERVICES 
continued from pagel 
Another problem was that handicapped is much. easier. 
the oxygen system for the build..: "No problem at all," said Ron 
ing was installed outside the Cristie. 
building, exposed to the ele- Regan said he would have · 
ments. This syst~m is pres- . rather not allowed the situ-
ently being redesigned. Most ation to occur. "It was an 
constru~tion, which began this embarrassment for us," he 
suffiPler, is . still in process, said. 
according to Regan. 
Yet now access for the 
-DORM 
continued from page 1 
· "1be architects have been 
coming up with plans all sum-
mer," she said. "1be delays 
nbw are a matter of money." 
The main problem, Polak 
said, .has been juggling with 
utility costs. 
According to Azzi, utilities 
such as water, sewage and 
power lines must be expanded 
bed apartment complexes in 
the area. · 
Once schematic designs 
are agreed upon, more detailed 
designs can be made. 
Eventually the fmal plan 
must meet approval by the-
Board of Trustees of the Uni-
versity System before it goes to 
· bid among construction com-
panies. 
Supportive projects such 
as a footbridge to cross the 
:railroad tracks by Strafford 
Lee Rosenfield, President of Hfflel, UNH's Je:wfsh stude~t organization (r) and Maru Rice, the 
·New England regional coordinator of the Amerlc-.n, Zionest Youth Foun~atjon (1), brought a 
piece of Isr•el to ·the MUD on Thursday. 
. to the other side of the tracks to 
accommodate the facility, a cost 
whi~h should not be carried 
entirely by the project's budget. _ 
Sanborn agreed the number 
one problem now is the cost of 
bringing utilities to the site. 
They are looking to subsidize 
the cost so students will not be 
paying for it. 
Avenue near the Undergradu- ----------------------------------------
· Sanborn said another rea-
son for refining designs is . 
maintaining the riumber of 
bedrooms per apartment. 
"We are trying to come up 
with as many four-bedroom 
1 · · apartments as possible," he 
said. Full service kitchens will 
be included in each. 
"You can make the struc-
ture any way. We have to find 
the most_ cost-effective one, but 
also the most marketable," 
Polak said. "You have to take 
·everything into consideration." 
Azzi said the architects 
· should be completing sche-
matic designs within the next 
few weeks. They are currently 
"looking at building three 200-
WRITE 
FOR 
-ate Apartments are being con-
sidered· for the future. San-
born added that UNI-I Dining 
Services may also operate a 
small grocery-store at the com-
plex. 
· Sanborn said the town is 
peing informed of each stage of 
the project's development and 
that every- safety precaution 
for the facility is. being taken. 
Polak said Residential Life 
· cannot decide on a Residential 
Assistant (RA) -program until 
they are sure of the building's 
structure. They are currently 
lqoking at having one RA to 
each fifty_ st11dents. - . 
Sanborn said the rerout~ 
Ing of the equestrian cross-
. country, a . major contention 
with those opposed facility's 






Volunteer now. And you'll make · 
someone's ~axes less_ taxing later. 
I 
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For the 
health of It-
Ill By: Heather Wood and Jennifer Brenizer Ill 
BEFORE YOU TAKE AN01HER DRINK. READ 
1HIS ... 
This past week was Drug and Alcohol Awareness 
Week oii campus. I know this for several reasons; I read 
about it in The New Hampshire. we discussed it in my 
English class, and-I saw the gruesome car wreck with the 
keg chained to it on the lawn of Hamilton Smith. On 
Wednesday evening, as I stood staring at the twisted, 
metallic remains, I overheard another student who stood 
beside me say to his friend, /"1bis'isn·t realistic at all. 
Whys the hood in the back seat?" His friend chu·ckled, and 
the two of them walked away. I had to wonder to myself. 
how many people were being reached by Drug and Alcohol 
Awareness Week? Exactly how many people were jarred 
out of their day-to-day routine for a moment to ~eflect on 
their values and habits concerning alcohol c:µid other · 
drugs· use? 
On Thursday. the topic was brought up in my 
English class. it is a rather small group, and we all feel _ 
relatively comfortable iri expressing our individual 
· opinions. Our professor began the discussion by asking 
how many of us had tried illicit drugs. All but four people 
raised their hands. We then got into an argument as to 
whether or not marijuana was considered illicit. One 
woman told the story of a grade school kid she knew of in 
her. town who takes a hash brownie to school every day 
along with his bologna sandwich and Batman lunch box. 
Another woman told us about one of her roommates whom 
she fears is an alcoholic. She said that her roommate 
drank three beers a night while doing her homework. 
Immediately someone else countered her saying that three 
beers a night was definitely not alcoholic drinking. One · 
man said that 'someone was an alcoholic only if they got 
sick every time he or she drank. One woman, who said 
that she grew up in an alcoholic family. claimed that any 
drinking was alcoholic drinking. This instantly created an 
uproar, and I put my literature book back in my backpack, 
knowing that we wer~n•t going to be discussing Blake for 
the rest of that class. 
It was clear, after listening to my classmates, that 
· there are widely varying values concerning alcohol anct 
other drug use on campus. This is, no doubt, just a 
sampling of the confusion that can be found in society as a 
whole. Although a statistic states that 65% of 18-25 year-
olds have tried a mind-altering drug. If alcohol were 
included, the percentage would probably jump to 95%. The 
purpose of.Drug: and Alcohol Awareness Week was to get 
students. faculty and staff to stop a moment and reassess 
their views and values concerning thelr own and others' 
substance use: The intention is to educate, and it is our 
responsibility to learn and incorporate. the knowledge into 
our lives and our dealings with others. 
SHORT TERM 
MEDICAL INSURANCE 
. . 1 to 6 months coverage 
~ Competitive Rates 
For coats, benefits, exclualona, 
llmltatlona and renewal terms-contact: 
Borthwick Insurance Inc. 
Jonathan T. Otterson 
742-0896· 
Underwritten by: 
Golden Rule Insurance 
"A" Rated (Excellent) 
216 Lafayette Road 
North Hampton, NH 
The Foreigner 
Written by Larry Shue 
Directed by Douglas A. Cumming 
October 6 & 7 at 8:00 P .M. 
October 11 at 10:30 A.M. 
October 11 & 12 at 7:00 P .M. 
October 13 & 14 at 8:00 P.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center · 
Durham, N.H. 
General Admission: $6 ! 
UNH students, alumni, 
and seniors: $5 
For reservatioos 
call (603) 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package , 
available at the New England 
Center Restaurant' 
A Parents' Weekend Event! 
Pres,tinted by the University of New Hampshire Department of Theater and Dance 19~9-9!l Season 
BECAUSE GIRAFFES 
DON'T BROWSE 
IN A TEST TUBE ... 
join us in the best of all- laboratories to study 
real 0world envfronmental issues including: 
• Wildlife Management in Kenya 
• Marine Biology in the Virgin Islands 
• Tropical Rainforests in Australia 
• Marine Mammal Behavior in Mexico 
and ·14 other critical environmental-issues 
worldwide ... 
*
Financial Aid and College Credit available for aU progra":5 
THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES 
Box V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, ,MA 01915 
For more information on Semester, Summer and 
January programs, please join us: 
Monday, October 9 
7:00 P.M. Memorial Union, Carroll Ro?m 
OR CALL (508) 927-7777 
.o/lw 0/P'~ (4, q!Jou,,t, <ef?~ 
/ 
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POLL · 
continued froin page 3 I HELP WANTED; 
Other matters included 
oil spills, air pollution, acid ram, 
toxic waste, the greenhouse · 
effect and the depletion of the 
ozone layer. 
5,eventy-eight percent 
of the students smveyed said 
they understand the green-
house effect, seven percent said 
they don't, and 15 percent said 
"not really." 
The majority of the 
~tudents who answered yes or 
"sort of' to the question of 
whether they consider them-
selves knowledgeable of today's 
environmental problems are 
juniors, seniors or graduate 
students'. Freshmen, it seemed, 
were not as aware. 
Flo Reed is a UNH 
student involved in GAIA, an 
environmental educational 
9rganization. 
Reed said that GAIA . 
has many helpful edu~ational 
programs to offer students, 
such as movies and speakers. 
Unfortunately, many people do . 
not take advantage of these 
programs in their early stages Carroll said that if the 
at school or are not aware that . poll were taken among .older, 
they- exist. Reed said. professional people out of 
"Freshmen haven't schooltheresultswouldproba-
been here before so they haven't bly not be-much different. 
seen what GAIA has to offer," "The whole thing is a -
said Reed. , threat to them," Carroll said. 
Although 7 4 percent Many students, when 
of the students smveyed said asked what they are doing to 
they are at least somewhat deliberately eliminate environ-
knowledgeable of today's envi- mental problems, answered 
. ronmental problems, only 4 7 that they are taking a class in 
percent said they are deliber- the envitonmental consetva-
atelydoing something to lessen tion department. One student 
them. · replied by saying she wrote a 
Reed attributes these 
results to the ~fact that most 
people do not feel they can 
significantly change things 
alone. 
"I think people feel they 
can't do anything as one per-
son, but if we all work together 
we can help to eliminate our 
global environmental . p_:(ob-
lems." 
paper about wetlands. 
Carroll doesn't feel that 
this is enough. "It is important · 
for people to think they are 
helping when really they are 
not doing enough," he said. 
"This way they do not experi-
ence any feelings of guilt." 
Getting people to act is 
a tough problem, said Carroll. 
"People need to change their 
John Carroll, profes- · lifestyles. Th-is includes atti-
sorofenvironmentalconsetva- tudes about private property, 
tion and coordinator of the food and transportation." 
department, is not surpri~d _ He said that people 




-- .NEW HAMPSHIRE 
-GOOD TYPING SKILLS 
AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
SKILLS NEEDED 
APPLY IN ROOM . 
151, IN THE MUB 
--_
-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-  J:~_-w_-_s~-~~~, ~~~=I - continued froin page 5 _ HEY BUDDY! 
p.m., technical difficulties pre-
vented it from being used. A 
substitute for . the defective 
equipment was soo:ri found, 
however, and the movie got 
underway. 
ScottLupkas, a freshman, 
· said that 1t was a good idea, 
but, "it would have been better 
with the 0arge screen) t.v." 
An added at-
traction to the show W:'1.S ilie 
offering of a "free-swim inter- , 
mission." When the time came 
for it, however, the audience, 
said Miller, was "too into it (the 
movie)." Miller added they 
. decideq. not to have the 
freeswim. 
The movie itself drew many 
reviews, "It made my fingers 
crawl", said Scott ·switzer, a 
sophomore. 
Matthew Labari, also a 
s01~homore said, "I got cold · 
quick. The lights were on, and 
I didn't get frightened." 
Although the event was 
Congreve sponsored, not all 
who :;tttended were Congreve 
residents. "I don't know half 
these people," said Todd 
Johnson, a junior Congreve 
, RA.. 
DrugAwareness Week was 
sponsored by the University 
Drug Advisory Committee, The 
Division of Student Affairs, the 
Student Senate, and Durham 
Against Drunk Driving. 
Here's Your 
Picture Person-al 
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All of these groups hosted ........................................................................................... -. -. -. -. . 
a variety of events during the r~-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.i:.-::.-::. .. ~:.-::.-::.-::.-::.:'::.:i::.-::."!:.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.:'::._r!:.~:.~:.~:.J.:.J.:.J.:.J.:.J.:_J.:_J.:_J.:_J.:_J.":j,":j,":j,":J.":J.":j,":j,":j,":j,":j,":j,":j,":J.":J.~ ~- ~ .. . -~-~-~-~-,-~.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.~-~ 
week to evoke drug awareness ~:: ti!~ ... .,,.. 
in the student population. They r:. ~J.~ ,.. .. ... 
provided alternative fu'nGtions 'i-:: ti!~ 
~~'."111cau0 na1progrartisrori! For Students, Faculty and Staff ~~ 
.:, ' ' . . ~,~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
.... 1 __ c_o_n-ti_n_~_e_d-fr_!_,! __ !'""'"'p_a_g_e_2 __ 1 ~I Fa Uans it's Time ii 
~-------------_ ...... _________ _._,.. ..-: .. r;.■- .,,.. 
lost the whale," said 
Stormy. 
Stormy attests that 
there would be a change on 
this Earth if they were not 
here. "But unfortunately we 
can't prove that something bad 
may happen if they go ex-
tinct," he said. 
mental ethics and want to r;.:. f p f f \I l:f ~j,~ 
protect their environment, he ;.~ 0 ro ec · 1. ourse t~l 
said. On Th~ay, .Octo- Il Against FL u m 
ber 5, Dr. Stormy Mayo will be ~~ · :_ . · t~~ 
a guest lecturer in one of four ;:: t-:~ 
M 
. B' 1 • ■• .,,.. anne 10 ogy Semianr Se- ~:, ~j,~ 
ries on campus, ti:t}ed, Occa- ~~ t~l 
sional Visitors: Whales of New 'i-l f · t-:~ 
England,.sponsoredbytheln- ~~ -I you are over 65, · or -~- ~~~ 
stitute of Marine Science and ;:: t-:, 
Ocea~_ Engineering. The lee-. s~ -,If you have~ chroni. C disease· such a. s m· 
ture 1s free .and open to the 'i-:: t-:, 
public,andwillbeheldat8:00 !~ d• b h • ~~i 
p.m. in Iddles Auditorium, ~~ Ia etes, eart, resprratory· ,_ or kidney t~l 
Parsons room L-10 I. 'i-~ - t-:, 
~~ disease ~~~ 
-------------------------~ ~~ ~ ~ ~! Vaccine available at Heath Services Center 1 
Although research-
ers have not discovered what 
will happen if whales go ex-
tinct, theywillstillkeepsfudy-
ing the mammals, said 
Stormy. "Human curiositywill 
always be a factor." Most 
people involved have environ-
~ ~ 
~~ Monday through Friday, 9:00am - 3:30 pm ~!l 
.:, ~~ 
!:,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------_.~,.~ •-------------------.... --1!1111•"·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'·',,,,,, ..... ~':!i.':.':.':.':!i~':.':.':!i.':.':.':.':.':.':!i.':.':!il':!i.':.':!i.':.':!i.':.':!il':!i.':.':.':.':!i.':.':.':.':!i.':.':~':.':.':.':.':!i.':.':.':.':!il':!i.':.:,,.':.:,,.':.:,,l:,,.':.:,,.':.:,,.':.:,,~:,,~:,,~:,,'(:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!:,,!._•-: .. • (! • • • • • • • ~ • •~•A■~•A■A■A•~•A•~•J•~•~•A•~•A•A•~-~-~•A• 
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"I wasn't rubbing 
it in-I just wanted . 
Eddie to know . 
the score of 
last nights game." 
Go ahead and gloat. You can · 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight. 
So give him a call. It costs a · · 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who's headed for the Playoffs. 
Reach opt. and ~ouch someone~ 
If youti like to know more about 
AT&T products and services, like 
International Calling anc;l the AT&T · 
card, tall us at 1 800 222-0300. 
. ---
AT&T 
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.WELLNESS FAIR 
/ 
continue"- from page 5 
we're here if neededt 
A popular stop for health 
, fair patrons was the "Massage 
For Health'." table. 
Judy . Kneeland, the 
organization's proprietor, and 
employee KateJeffery, who also 
teaches massage as a MUB 
mini-course, offered free five 
minute massages. 
"That was amazing ... " an 
unidentified student said upon 
completion of a five minute job 
on his shoulders and upper 
back. 
"Mmmmmm ... " said an-
other satisfied customer as she 
rose from the special chair. 
Pop-up anatbmy books, as 
· well as other interesting books 
on Swedish Massage, Sports 
Massage and Foot Reflexology 
were available for browsing and 
mints were provided to top off 
the sensational experience. 
Durham Bike was there as 
well, sporting several models of 
road and mountain bikes, as 
well as clothing and accesso-
ries for the biking enthusiast. 
· Mike Farrell, Durham 
Bike's main man for over 13 
years, was offering helpful in-
formation on the healthy sport 
ofbiking, as well as "test drives" 
around the perime.ter of the H~lth-minded patrons 
Granite State Room. waited in line to get their blood 
Several students took Far- pressure and blood cholesterol 
rell up on his test drive offer,- levels checked by the 
and :returned to his table Portsmouth Hospital nurses 
pleased with both the product free of charge. 
and the fact that they maneu- The hospital provided the 
vered around all the other screening services as well as 
tables succe~sfully. . nutrition counseling, free 
The Center for Eating Dis-- pamphlets and promotional 
· orders Management occupied frisbees. Needless to say, the 
a table with information of exercise potential associated 
anorexia, bulemia and com- withtheseflyingdiskswasdem-
pulsive eating disorders. ' onstrated by several health fair 
"We want people to realize visitors. · , 
that there is help for these The UNH Outing Club also 
problems," said Cynthia Cote, .. provided students with infor-
advanced RN practitioner, who mation on the bi~e trips, hikes 
works with patients sufferi11g . and other outdoor adventures 
from eating disorders in the offered every semester through 
organization's Dover office. the student run organization. 
Linda Luttrell provided ~We'reexcitedthattheStu-
information to students and dent Activities Organization 
faculty looking to stay healthy considered us an organization 
and pave fun through the UNH that can. contribute to health 
Recreational Sports Program. and wellness," said Art Cady, 
The upcoming 12th annual Outing Club president. "Out-
homecoming' 10-K race and the ing Club activities can con trib-
new Triathlon Club were two of ute to the participant's fitness 
· many topics of information and mental well being." 
availabie. The fair was sponsored by 
Perhaps the · highlight of the School of He.,il th and • 
,the fair was the Portsmouth Human Services, the Com-
Hospital display and health muter Transfer Center and 
screening tables. other university organization~. 
INTERNSHIPS 












A s a Washington Center intern 
(Cir acaJemic seminar student), you 
cim get ahead. You'll have i:he 
· chance to try out what you've been ' 
reading ahuut, gaining experience 
while you work in your choseri field. 
· You'll he earning college credit and 
meeting important people , all in the 
husy heart of the nation's capitol, 
. Washington, D.C. 
The Washington Center can arrange · 
internships i_n almost ev~ry field 
imaginable, so · whi:ther you're in the 
Ans or Zoology, Communications or 
· Computers, we can find something to interest 
you. We also offer exciting and enlightening two and 









Far Internships and 
Academic ~eminars 
5 14 Tenth Si.. N.W . 
S u11,.: 60(' 
\Va:-h111gtnn, n.c. 2l\.1L)4 
( 202) 624 -8l1~l1 
The Washington Center. Give us a call; we have somethi!).g good to tell you. 
Helping over 14,000 _college . students ~~~e_ past fi_~teen years. 
announces 
Undergraduate Res~arch Awards 
Deadline: O~tober 20 
Applications- now available in the 
UROP Office, H,ood House 209 
UROP offers financial support to students pursuing 
independent research projects and senior theses. 
If you have questions about how yo\l can particpate 
in U~OP, please contact the UROP Coordinator, 
Donna Brown, x4323. 
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continued froni _page 3 
tance from Disney cine-
matographer Carl · Robinson,. 
from 1943 to · 4 7, after which 
·Kilcher filmed h_is own footage: 
The film's production 
took 4q years and spanned two 
generations. Tilis unique docu-
mentation of life on the Alas-
kan frontier, while canyinghis-
torical value, also gives a -clear 
picture · of Kilcher's personal 
philosophy. 
"I am anti-civilization, 
rather than anti-technological 
civilization. The film extolls the 
virtues of the simple life," he 
said. 
"I think that great 
truths and insights in pre-lit-
erate times were best expressed 
in myths. I admire most the 
stoiy of the tower of Babylon, a 
metaphor of proud civilization 
coming to a fall," said Kilcher. 
"Civilizations are ter-
minal aspects of previous 
higher rural cultures," Kilcher 
claimed. 
His disenchantment 
with society's state of affairs in 
pre-war Europe led to his emi-
gration to Alaska.from Switzer-
. land in 1935. 
By 1940, he was fish-
ing ·red ~on on the Bering 
Sea, raising money for his 
homesteading dreams. 
In 1944, he and his 
wife Ruth left for their 160-acre 
homestead on the Kenai pen-
insula, on Kachemak Bay, 
Alaska, with three ,. ~hildren, 
hors~s. a plow, saws, and 
staples to get-them started. 
Homesteading in the 
early 20th . century involved 
taking up land from the gov-
ernment,. clearing and culti-
vating it. 
According to Kilcher, 
the homesteading provisions 
were tailored for the prairie 
farmer during the westward 
expansion. 
"Cultivating twenty 
acr.es in Alaska is much more 
difficult than on the plains," 
Kilcher explained. His life has 
been an attempt to prove that 
"you can sW,. live the simple 
life." 
Yule has also 
been a representative for Homer 
in the Alaska State Senate, and 
when not touring and lectur-




ing the disastrous oil spill in 
Prince William Sound, Alaska. 
"There was an honest 
effort on federal, state and lo:-
cal levels , to clean up the cata-
strophic mess. It was a terrible 
demonstration that we were 
unprepared to deal with such a 
problem. The 1.4 billion dol-
lars spent on the clean-up by· 
Exxon was is% of last years 
profits. Civilization will pay for 
iL They saved 100 otters. . .at 
$40,000 a piece. There were 
hardly any otters here forty 
years ago, and there ~e too 
many today. But they are a 
beautiful object for the ·Bunny-
Huggers' to focus on," Kilcher 
said. . ' 
. According to Kilcher, 
the money used by Exxon was 
· a "form of detergenf', to dis-
solve youthful anger, prevent-
ing political uprisings. 
Kilcher is a realist, who 
believes that administrators 
had their "thumbs up . their 
asses", when the catastrophe 
qccurred. 
"Everyone is to blame. 
The State, Federal government, 
and _the people of Alaska. They 
could have burned the damn 
thing up immediately. The 
aggregate couldn't have been 
worse." Kilcher continued. 
The resulting environ-
mental catastrophe from the 
Exxon Valdez oil spill is firm 
proof to Kilcher, that our great-
est environmental problem is 
"civilization itself." 
"The common remedy 
is patchwork. Like a poor man's 
pants, eventually they wear 
out. But you can give up 
civilization's conceits right here. 
Cultivate other interests, and 
have a . sense of humor!" 
In an attempt to define 
his position on the current state, 
of the world, Yule concluded, " 
I am a pessimist as to civiliza-
tion, and an optimist of hu-
manity." 
Yule Kilcher, and his 
ftlm "Pioneer-Family in Alaska" 
was presented by Fireside, and 
sponsored by the. Program 
Funding Organization. 
BREAKIN' AWAY 
Learn to DEFEND 
YOURSELF 
FROM THE REST OF THE PACK! 
To observe Alcohol and Drug A-wareness 
Week, the following Greek Chapters were 
alcohol free: Learn 
, Basic self-Defense 
Wednesday, October 4th, 8:30 pm 
Granite State· Room, MUB 
*** ·FREE*** 
Take· Charge of Your Body 
Le.am t<Defend It! 
Sponsorecf 6y Stucfent Senate 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Acacia 
Kappa Sigma 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Sigma Beta 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Sigma Nu 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Delta Chi 
-Alpha -Chi ·omega 
Alpha Phi 





Pi Kappa Alpha 
STRIVIN(i FOR EXCELLENCE 
l.JNH GREEK SYSTEM 
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''This is going to be a b.teez,t~}::: 
?} <::: •: {_. 
~~~}{ .:,,r ., ··••· ·• <, 
; ; f m 1· 1 ·.·.I 1 '. 1. , .i· . 
S/2 it! 
Great hack-to-school prices on PS/2's. 
• I 
Just in time. You can pick up an IBM Personal System/2® with easy-to-use software 
loaded and ready to go. And best of all, you get it at a special low back-to-school price. 
-,And thats not all. When you buy the PS/2,® you can get a great low price on 
PRODIGY,® the exciting new shopping, information and entertainment computer · 
service. Start this semester up and running with a· PS/2' at a low, low price~ _ 
PS/2 Model 30 286-IMb-mem- . 
- ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor, 
one 3.5" diskette. drive ( 1.44Mb), 
_20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color, Display,. 
DOS 4.-0, Microsoft® 
Windows/286, W~i:d 5.0,* 
hDC Windows Express;M _ 
hDC Windo~s Manager TM and 
hDC Windows ColorT11 
$2415 , 
PS/2 Model 50 Z-lMh mem-
ory, 80286 (10 MHz) processor, 
one 3.5" diskette drive (1.44Mb), 
30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro . 
Channel™ architecture~ IBM 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft 
Windows/286, Word 5.0,* Excel,* -
hDC Windows Express, 
hDC Windows Manager and 
hDC Windows Color/ $2935 
PSL2 Model 55 SX~2Mb mem-
ory; 80386SX™ (16 MHz) pro-
cessor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(l.44Mh),-60Mb fixed disk drive, 
Micro Channel architecture, IBM · 
Mouse, 8513 Color Display, · 
DOS 4.0, Micro_soft 
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,* 
hDC Windows Express, 
hDC Windows Manager and · 
hDC Windows Color $3675 
For Purchasing Information Please Contact: _ 
The University Technology Center 
Room 14A, Thompson· Hall 
==-~ i=:@ ·-· - - ---___, - - ----- - - ----(603) 862-1328 ---·-
*Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Modei 8530-E2
1, 
8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your
 
institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time• without written notice. 
· IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 8" registered trademarks.and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation. PRODIGY
 is a 
registered trademark of ~igy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. hDC Windows Expre
ss, hDC 
Windows Manager and hOC Wtndow~ Color are trademarks of hDC Computer Corporation. 80386SX is~ trademark of Intel Corporation.© IBM Corp. 1989 ·
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Editorial 
·The· end of another fruitless Sox season • . I . 
Baseball's regular season has come to a constant haranguing the best he could. It was easy to 
close, and the Red Sox. as in so many years ·past, find empathize with the Steamer, he looked like a rotund, 
themselves watching the playoffs from afar. . ungainly regular guy, someone who looked like he 
The club put on a tremendous run at the end · should've been holding a Genesee Cream Ale in his 
of the season, winning eight of their last 1 O games. hand rather than a baseball. He brought ho~ to the_ 
Of course, those games were meaningless, and came average fan, along the lines of, .. If this big geek can 
so _dismal that it brought his career average below 
.300. Ric~ was less than cordial to the media 
throughout his career, and as a result didn't erijoy as 
mqch popularity as he should have. His spot in fans' 
hearts is l / l 00th that. of Carl Yaztremski, or even 
George .. Boomer" Scott. Regardless, a fan with ·any 
appreciation ofRice's past feats can only hope that he 
doesn't try to play in Japan, orwith some other major 
league team. - His gloiy days are behind him; the 
at a point when the Soxw~re already mathematically make a million a year ... " · 
elinnnated from the race. When the season was on · Stanley will be more than happy to get away 
t;he line, in key series with Toronto and Baltimore, the from the vengeful Boston fans, and will hopefully live 
Sox faltered magnificently. Marty Barrett, the second out a fine life With his family. 
baseman who was injured much of the year, was . A sadder stmy is Jim Rice. He was arguably 
quoted in The Boston Globe a while ago as saying that the best Red Sox player of the last two deca~es, and 
some teams play well under pressure, and some play has a decent shot at the Hall of Fame. Yet he suffered 
better when the pressure iS off them. Barrett thought from George Foreman disease; he stayed around far 
the Red Sox belonged to the. latter category. · longer than he should have. The Red Sox .ended up 
• longer he lingers,, the farther away they seem. 
That quote grabs the fan's teeth and drags releasing him in less than noble fashion, because of 
them down a chalkboard. his refusal to acknowledge the precipitous decline in 
So we're left with a frustratingly mediocre 
club, minus two veterans, looking toward next sea-
son, which will only bring more of the same if no 
moves -are made to acquire starting pitching' and 
catching. (TheSoxhadbothofthese, butBruceHurst 
left town, Oil Can Boyd had a recurring problem with ~ 
blood clots, and Rich Gedinan was apparently cursed 
by the Jnfamous "helicopter swing" poltergeist.) It 
used to be that if the Sox had a bad year, it was 
quickly forgotten because the Celtics would soon 
start their domnating play. But with_ the Celts facing · · 
many question marks, and the Patriots playing like 
someone has numbed their brains, it appears that 
" Theendoftheseasonalsobroughtwithitthe his own talents. 
departure of two Sox fixtures, Jim Rice and Bob It can be argued that Rice should be com-
Stanley. Stanley left the club elegantly, deciding to mended for his Jove of the game, and -eagerness to 
retire. He was at times a veryeffec~e •pitcher, and at contribute in anyway possible. Yet it became painful 
other times quite a bit less than ·effective. However, to see the· man who for over a decade was one of the 
except for an uncharacteristic moment this summer, game's most feared hitters, a man who could hit_ for -
when he declared he · hated manager Joe Morgan. average and power. flail away at the end. finishing his 
Stan~ey was alw~y~ a gentlem~. ~en_he_.scr~wed _final season with a .234 batting average, an average 
. diehard Boston fans will have to tum to the Bruins. 
We can only pray that the Bruins don't look 
to the Red Sox for inspiration. 
Letters 
Library 
To the Editor: 
brary stories, and we apologize 
stncerely to Dr. Katz for any 
problems this may have caused 
her. 
I find it necessary · to 
comment upon your coverage 
of the incidents which have .KKK Comics 
recently occurred in the libnuy. 
I am disappointed with the 
unprofessional way-in which To the Editor: -
the story was presented. Ifoundthetwocomics 
Clearly, your editorial ex- in reference to the Klu Klux 
pressed your displeasure with .. Klan (sic) in the September 29th 
the dismissal of Becky Marden edition of The New Hampshire 
and the -demotion of debbie to be in poor taste. Regardless 
Watson; this was the correct . of the intent, whether viewed 
and only place your opinion as anti-racist or not, I was of-
~hould have been evident. fended by the comics given the 
How-ever, two other stories, ~•s long histoiy ofpersecu-
both written by the same indi- tion of minorities in the United 
vidual, appeared in the Sept. States. Such an organization 
29 issue. It is these two which should not be characterized in 
I feel to be extremely poor a positive light. 
'!reporting." The bias w~ evi- I h.ope the publication 
dent in the opening paragraph of these comics was only an 
which termed the actions of error -in . judgement whcih, in 
Librarin Ruth Katz as "abuse." my opinion, warrants an apol-
The article continues to paint~ ogy t9 the community. 
harsh picture ofDr. Katz which 
is carried over into the second Sincerely, ._ 
article. If the author has opin- -1 J. Gregg Sanborn 
ions, a news article ls not the Associate Vice President and 
place to express them -- that is Dean for Student Affairs 
why there are editorials. Keep 
theintegrttyofTheNewHamp- Editor's Note -__ The comics in 




Editor's Note-- 11:le New Hamp-
shire deep_ly regrets -the tnclu-
ston of opinion in the two li-
question were intended to / be 
satiricaL Viewaj as such, they 
cast the Klan in a negative light. 
We whole-heartedly regret any 
offense caused by a mistnter-
' pretatiDn of ~he cartoonists' in- -
tent. 
Assaults 
when itis boyfriends,_partners, how to relate to women on an 
husbands ~d acquaintances equal J:>asis, not ·as objects for 
in a large percentage of these .· "_'horn they show contempt and 
cases. I cite the_ related statls- wish to dominate through vio-
; tic - 5()<>/4 of all women in this -· lence or other means. 
To the Editor: 
I have been heartened by 
more recent coverage of the · 
sexual assaults and violence 
against women on campus this 
semester, but lilitial words by 
those in upper levels of UNH 
administration and student 
government and others . made 
me veiy angry. 
Words such as .. I don't 
know what to do"; '.'weve done 
all the educating we can"; the 
"climate" and "the incidents"; 
. .. protect the rights of others", 
.. use common sense and good 
judgement", .. deranged indi-
viduals", .. these acts must be 
diminished" and more are what 
I'm referring to. 
·They point to the fact that 
indeed there is a lot more edu-
cating to do. Several underly- · 
ing issues need to be addressed. 
One is the reluctance to refer to 
rape and sexual · assault as 
such, not as 'incidents' or 'cli-
mate' as if it is the prevailing 
weather one ~s · discussing. 
Secondly is the fact that im-
plied in these words are myths 
that have long been disproven. 
Myths such as that women cl$k 
for and/ or cause the rapes and 
sexual assaults; that rape is a 
sexual ·crtme when it is one of 
violence and power and con-
trol; that rape is performed by 
a few deranged individuals ' 
countrywill be or are"currently · 
being beaten by husband$ or 
boyfriends. · 
We must all learn and re-
learn that violence is not the 
answer to our difficulties. The 
· violence must not only be 
diminished, but eradicated! 
We are referring to the 
rights .of women, not 'others', 
to walk freely in this world, day 
or night. Men - must be edu-
cated and liberated in order to 
not treat women as second class 
citizens or as sexual objects. 
Men must be educated as to 
Lauren Harris 
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,University Forum -
To the RA at Sawyer Hall 
·by Brent Ariderson 
Recently, I was attempting to have 
sqmeone open the locked doors of Sawyer 
Hall · from within. Having been in once 
already, I was looking for the party that my 
roommates had said they would ·attend. -
My unrequited knocking caused me 
to go to the nearest lighted window. "Can 
you folks let me i!l?" I asked. 
"Who are you and who do you want 
to seer replied an ensconced personwith 
his back towards the window. 
Unfortunately, I do not know the-
names of any Sawyer , Hall residents. · 
Possibly, had I ~een a student here for a 
longer time period I could have proquced 
names. 
The person. acting as the spokesman 
for the group, conveyed with• a clear degree 
of enjoyment that admittance was denied. 
Further cajolings and protestations (was 
he just kidding?) on my part did no good. He 
blithely, nay. haughtily gathe_red himself to 
peer ominously over his right shoulder and 
said, " I'm the RA-you can't come in." 
Although the cordonofRAcarries no special 
meaning for Irie, these words.were uttered 
. with the intended effect of giving God-given 
finality to the situation. Like the Sun King, 
his proclamation had been issued. 
- - At this point,. I upbraided the-Dorm 
King, who raised his hand. Was he calling 
for the guillotine? Close. one of his 
sycophants (who -were all clearly enjoying 
the spectacle) said that they were going to 
. get Rick, the hulking football player. Oh 
boy! Even I was starijng to enjoy this. 
Insecure leaders through<;>Ut history use 
both the threat and ~ecution -of force with 
facile ease to so-othe their -inner 
inadequacies. Put the Dorm King on that 
list! (As a side note, I doubt the very existence 
of any hulking personage. More likely it was 
a gelatinous heap lying face-down in a 
stupor.) 
Make the right choices 
Learn from one who didn't " · 
As we move forward in life. we confront many 
choices that we must make. Part of being a rational. 
intelligent human being is our capacity to accept the 
outcome of our decisions; gooq or bad. I'm going to 
tell you about a choice which has up to now greatly 
affected my life. I 'do so without trying fo preach; 
rather, I'm just telling my s.tory so that you can draw 
your own conclusions. - -
Being a college student, I reached a point 
. where my finances were exhausted, and being in the 
need of fast cash, . I decided to sell a quantity of 
marijuana that l had in-my possession. No~. you may 
ask why I didn't borrow the money from my parents, 
or get a job. These are valid questions, but the facts 
·were that I already had a job; it didn't pay enough, 
and I was beyond the point in my life that I ~ould ask , 
my parents for inoney. Selling the pot I had seemed-
to me the quickest. easiest way to make a buck. 
Unfortunately a certain risk was involved, and 
alQiough -it seemed to offe;r a great deal of~citement 
then. it now just happens to be about the stupidest 
goddamn thing I've ever done in my life. 
- I asked around mydonn, to the people I knew 
who s~oked, if anyone wanted any dope. and a 
"friend" introduced me to a prospective buyer. 
Unfortunately for me, this buyer turned oµt to be an 
undercover cop with_the Governor's Task Force on 
Drugs. 
I remember being arrested vividly. I was in 
my room preparing for class. when my customer. 
whom I had broken off all ties with about a month 
before, approached my door with another man. We 
made some small talk. and then he pulled out his 
badge and said. "You're under arrest." At first I 
thought it was a joke, but realization set in quickly, 
and-I felt like I hadjustgotten hit in the head with a 
brick. They told ine I could come down to the station 
quietly, or they would cuff me and lead me through 
the donn like a dog on a leash. That afternoon, I spent 
the Qetterpart four hours being interrogated, printed. 
photographed, and I felt like the worst criminal in the 
country. There is a certain feeling which moves in · 
waves through your body when you have that much 
~rear. At first it is just fear. and then you see the 
~nifonns-hysteria mounts; then you realize that 
you ·are in a shitload of trouble-nausea floods your 
entire body, only to be quickly sponged up by a feeling 
of guilt that makes a whole church full of Catholics 
seem like rank amateurs. This is how I felt when the 
police told me I had been arrested on two counts of 
selling a narcotic substance; each mount carrying a 
sentence (?fseven and half to ftfteenyears in the state · 
-prison. - ,, 
Now, like anyone else who is arrested for 
dealing drugs, th~ · police offered to let me tum in 
three other dealers in exchange for busting my arrest 
from afelonyto a misdemeanor. At the time it seemed 
tempting, but as- I thought about how I felt being 
:narced on, and the fact that it went against many of 
my strongest feeling~;I qecided against it. This'was 
another choice I had to make. a very hard choice. 
because the id~ of spending anytime in jail scared 
the shit out of me. There was no way I coµld plead 
innocent because the evidence against me was 
irrefutable. _ 
So in the end I plead guilty. I received twelve 
months in the County House _,of Corrections; six 
months suspended, six months deferred. The six 
months deferred was eventually suspended as well. 
I also received a suspended sentence of one and·a half 
to three years in the state prison, and three .years 
probation. Probation is not so bad, paying ten dollars 
a month ~d seeing a probation officer once a month. 
the only bad part being is that I can't leave ·the state 
for more than thirty-six hours without a travel permit. 
I am also a convicted felon, which means tlg1t I have 
to check that box on job applications. I could lie about 
it, but I'm a drug dealer; not a liar. ~e felony charge 
stays on my record for seven years. 
I can say that I was fairly lucky; l don't do . 
drugs anymore. I got back into school. I didn't go to 
jail, arid I learned that I had a -lot of friends who gave 
me much needed help and support throughout the , 
whole <_?rdeal. I hope that my story helps somebody 
make better choices than I did. Drugs are a pretty 
sei;-ious thing these days and getting caught can be a 
. pretty devastating thing~ · 
This was submitted anonymously by a UNH student. 
Finally. I saw the door opening. Time 
to defy the Dorm King! i ran and caught it 
and was in. After' eluding a peach-fuzzed 
Dorm King guide, I headed home when I 
could not locate the party. 
I am not questionirig the RA for his 
attempt to prevent my entry. Heck. I would 
not want a lot of strangers walking around 
my living quarters. A down-to-earth, .. No, 
- I'm not allowed to let you in. sorry." would 
have suited me. I would have left quickly 
and quietly. But his modus· operandi 
angered me then, as now. The RA might 
have all the qualities a clipboard-toting . 
supervisor loves: reliability, punctuality. 
7 a:µdattentiveness. but he surely lacks basic 
people skil_ls. But then·again. when you're 
God's agent, why w<?,rry about such 
mundane matters? 
BrentAnderson is ajuniormqjoring in history 
atUNH. 
ii I I i ii ' 1: ? 
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The Daily Commuter Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Ed"es 
5 Bea ham 
• 10 Schism 
14 Diva's forte 
15 Biographies 
18 Great Lake · 
17 Lanky 
18 Vote Into 
office 
19 Put on a belt 
20 Earnest try 
22 Comes up 
24 Resort 
25 Clan symbol 
27 Raise to a 
higher level 
31 Voids a law 
35 Ready for 
picking 
38 Type of tax · 
38 52 
39 Of sh .. p 
41 Also 
42 At another 
time 
44 Cozy room 
45 Bloats 
48 Attendant 
49 Certain chlld 
51 Came In 
- 53 Leases 
55 Com unit 
, 58 Late 
59 Loners 






71 At the end of 
the llne 
72 Horse 
73 Ward off 
© 1989 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved 
DOWN 
1 Rank 
2 Abadan's land 
3 Not extreme 
4 Vendors 
5 Raise 
8 Venus de -
7 Open to view 
8 · Private -eye 
9 Large land 
holdlngs ' 
10 Government 
11 Spring flower 
12 Discharge 
13 Spreads to dry 
21 Army address 




28 Metal fastener 
29 Voice a view 
so Scope 




40 Ger. city 
43 Certain drink 
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Arts and-Entertainment 
A B.A.D. Concert 
by Marc A. Mamigonian 
I never got to see The Clash; 
I never will. • I deeply regret 
this, but I am coping with it. 
Joe Strummer may have urged 
us to "cut the crap," but Mick · 
Jones, guic;ling force of Big 
Audio Dynamite and ex-Clash 
guitar hero, is out doing 
,. something- namely, _creating 
· consistently interesting (if not 
prime Clash level) music on 
record and giving exciting live 
performances. B.AD. rocked 
a crowded, sweatyChannellast 
Thursday night and won over 
a spectator previously non-
committal listener. Me, that 
is, in case you were dozing. 
· Mick Jones is just getting 
over a long, near-death bout 
with pneumonia. He was wafer 
thin Thursday night; I suspect 
he stiUwill be by the time you 
read this. He looked extremely 
Dickensian ("give us a copper, 
guv?"). He was also in fine 
voice and full of energy as the 
band rocked and funked 
µirough much of B.A.D.'s new 
album, Megatop Phoenix, and 
some faves from B.A.D.'s first 
three albums. 
Among the cµts from the 
new lp were the fierce "Union; 
Jack," "James Brown," a witty 
and cutting look at James 
Brown's legal problems, 
featuring copious quotes from 
the Godfather, and "Contact," 
which features a revealing 
sample from The Who's "Can't 
Explain"- or is it The Clash's 
own "Clash City Rockers"? 
Well, no man can say, but it 
· doesn't matter, because they 
are the same damn song. Thus 
the humor. _Irony, even. 
Jones was obviously 1n 
tune with what the crowd 
wanted to hear. . He dipped 
back for ;:,moking versions of 
"The Medicine Show," "Just 
Play Music!," "E=Mc2," and 
"C'mon Eve:ry Beatbox," for 
which Eddie Cochran would 
probably be collecting royalties 
had he not bought the farm 
long ~go. 
Okay. Itwasagreatshow, 
and I won't bore eve:ryone with 
tired comparisons to The 
Clash: Mick's band is pretty 
hot in its own right; particularly 
Leo "E-Zee Kill" Williams -on 
bass, who has the meanest 
dreds I have ever seen. Not 
that I see many mean dreds in 
Durham, NH, but you get the 
idea. Still., I would have liked 
to have seen Jones play that 
thing he had strapped across 
his s};loulders a little more. His 
guitar, that is. I know it is 
there for a reason, but on some 
songs it just sort of acted as a,. 
prop. I know he can play it, 
because! have heard him. But 
· I digress. 
Given the greatqess ofThe 
Clash, it is tribute to Jones 
that he has maintained his 
artistic integrity and gone on 
to create good music in 
different areas than Toe Clash 
explored. Jones may not ever · 
make a London Calijng with 
B.A.D., but unlike Strummer, 
he is still out there working. 
Opening for B.AD. was a 
thoroughly contemptible, 
offensive, and boring rap duo 
(run I being redundant?) who 
exhibited none of rap's meager 
virtues and all ofits vices. They 
were booed off stage after 20 
minutes, which did something 
to bolster my faith in mankind. 
In · Country: Willis .Acts 
by M~rc A. Mamigonian 1 _ 
The Vietnam · barrage 
continues. The latest enhy is 
Norman Jewison's In Country 
which is of the Viet-vet-comes-
t9-terms-with.-the-pastvariety. 
The film stars Bruce Willis as 
the vet and Emily Lloyd as his 
niece. Lloyd's desire to learn 
about her father (he died in 
Vietnam and she never saw 
him) sparks Willis to come to 
face upto his past. The cliches 
fly thick and fast, and much ~f 
the film has a phony ring, but 
it has so~e strong 
performances and some scenes 
of genuine power. 
I realize that the real 
question here is "Can Bruce 
good in In Country . In fact, he 
is far and away the best thing 
in the film. Everybody thinks 
-that he is a little cracked (cliche 
number one) because he goes 
to the beat of his own drummer. 
Neither he nor his Nam 1::)uddies . 
will open up to Lloyd about 
what went on in Vietnam. It's 
like that commercial for Time/ 
Life books; "Daddy, what did 
you do in Vietnam?" Still, that 
does not prevent one of them 
from sleeping with Lloyd. Tue 
problem is, he is impotent 
(cliche number two- there are 
really too many to continue 
enumerating them). 
The point is that not much 
in the film-. besides Willis and 
the Jane Darwell look-alike 
wh~ plays · Lloyd's 
grandmother- is very genuine. 
Emily Lloyd is a talented 
actress, but at times her 
, Southern accent is . forced,-as ' 
is her Wide-eyed innocent 
manner. The film is interesting 
at times when it explores her 
boredom with small town 
southemexistence. Yetcliches 
· still intrude; the pregnant 
friend, the possessive 
boyfriend, etc. 
The film's single most 
powerful sequence is at the 
end~ when Lloyd, her 
grandmother, and Willis visit 
the Vietnam Memorial in 
Washington. Here Jewison 
manages to convey the 
anguish, guilt, and rage of the 
veteran who has not been 
. properly acknowledged. It 
comes too late; it is not enough. 
But yes, I guess Bruce Willis 
Daniel Stein performs Windowspeak. 
Upcoming 
Events. • • 
The UNH Department ofTheaterand Dance 
will present Larry Shue·s comedy The 
Foreigner beginning October 6 and running 
through the 14th. For ticket information 
call the MUB ticket office. 862-2290. 
(Members o( the ~ast 'are pic;!ured 
rehearsing at the lefq 
The Durham Stage Company presents 
William Inge's Picnic at the Mill Pond 
_Center in Durham from September 21, 
1989-to O~tober 9, 1989. Call 868-2068 
· for ticket and time· information. 
International movement artist Daniel Stein 
(pictured above) performs Windowspeak 
October 19-22 at the McDonough Street 
Theater in Portsmouth. · Call The Pon tine 
Movement Theatre at 436-6660 for more , 
information. 
James Ackerman. the Arthur Kingsley 
. Porter Professor of Fine Arts at Harvard 
U!tiversity, will discuss "O_rtgins - of the 
Picturesque in American Art, 1830"" 1850" 
at 7:30 p.m-. in RoomA218 of PCAC today. 
The talk is part of the Bryer Lecture Series 
in the Arts and is free and open -to the 
public. 
. Willis really act?" Well, this is 
not the place to ponder · s,uch 
deep philosophical dilemmas, 
but I will say that he : is very 
can act. ,~-...,..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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"The best film of the year~ A cinemati.c feast ... 
· with passion, wit, scandal, whimsy, vision, 
·~ope and .despair." 
· - Roger Ebert 
THURSDAY 
7:00 and 9:30 
STRAFFORD ROOM in the MUB 
$1 students $2 non-students 
fresented by ffi U $ 0 
. . .. . ... . ...... .. . 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to the Fall 1989 
~ KAPPA DELTA ~ 
· ·P\edge Class 
We Love You Guys!! 
Carolyn Beautlry .: 
Mich~lle Bellfy 






























Julie · Tice 
Angela Twiss 
Kate Valise 
Kimberly V are 
Andrea Vasel 
Veronica Zanellato 
• • • • • • I • • • • .. . ... . .. .. 
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'Comics 
MISTER BOFFO 







WASHiNGT($@N ~ . Mark Alan Stamaty ----------------,. 
50, CoNGRES,<?,N\~W FORE\\E~ 'BUT WON'T . B~N 
· w H~,,5 wnH 1\-\\S PRES\D't .. ~HE SA'--t OF 
\\E WA"HS 1"0 CHA.NG£ HI POMES"T\CA.LL'{ 
CONST11UTl'0N OVE~ fl.. MP..DE A\<.-4 
OOM FL#\G~BU.RNING .. -=---,-.._, SSA\J LT 
· Kam pus · Kom1x 
.-,.-------....--. WH½' t,0\-t't~t\A'"~\C. .. 
i-R'<' soMe~'o\)'°~., wow 
1\-\E.RE5 C.AAfJ FLOA1 \N' 
~ROU'HD..•\l.~ 0'4 i.O? . 
''AMENDMENT lI. A WELL 
REGULf\TED M\L\TIA.. e»EING 
NECESSt:-..R'(To THE SECUF.\TY 
Of/\ FP..EE ST~,E, THE RtG\-\T 
OF- fEOPLE To l<EEPAND BEAR 
ARMS SH~LL NO~ BE 
\NFR\NGED.'' .-............ ai 




. f,E GL~OTO 
PR.O\J\OE '(OU 
WITH 
CO\JER F\RE · 
by Rick . Sawyer 
,, 
NOT•'<,.\C ~D MA 
SOME,·~~('", 00 







A1 MY O\RN · · 
0 \JN~fAR .t · 
' \14, "THAN 
PAGE27 
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OBSERVE~ MY FAITIIFVL t1INJONS NOTICE HIS AWE.SOME STRE 
.TH1S ·BEIN6 00\JN~ SUPUGUY. AND FIN& BATTLE fROVESS. 
fOR TffE GLORY OF DR. GLOOM, 
YD'.U .• MU~T CAPTURE SOPERGVY! · 
O'vlING UP I$ 
'fAYS" THE 'wE 
WEYER, I CA 
Y .IMAGINE 
. . 
hy Kurt £.Krebs . 
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SUBMIT COMICS. TO 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
ROO~ 151, THE MUD 
Would you like ........... . 




If you have an$w~red "YES" to any 
· of the above questions, this is for you 
"COME 
iif· and SEE" 
at tlie Cat/io{ic Student Center 
6 Afatf6ury fRJ{. - 'Durfiam, 9£:J-{ 
862-1310 
Monday's- 6:00-7:30 - 'Dinner Provided 
A NEW GIFT SHOP 
1 for the BODY and SOUL 
Handcrafted gifts and 
.. items for yourself and 
your loved ones. Unique book and tape selection 
for personal growth and relaxation. Enchanting 
music to ease the hurried pace and center the 
mind. Workshops and group discussions · ' 
offered. * Crabtree and Evelyn * Handcrafted Jewelry * Scarborough Potpourri & Beauty 
Products * Candles and Cards * New Age Books, Music * Crystals & Crystal Jewelry * Meditation Clas~es * Tarot Readings * Channeled Reading * Astrology Charts 
_/ • Springs's Secret • 
449 Central Ave. 
Dover-742-7221 
ours: Mon.-Thur. 10-5:30, Fri. 10-6:30, Sat.'10-5 
We'd like to show you a path , 
that often holds Ifie greatest reward. 
Rewarding careers for people 
who care. 
Down the road a few years from 
now, you're going to be glad you chose 
a career path today that's right in the 
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern 
University's Boston-Bouve College 
of,Human Development Professions 
- the smart choice that leads to a 
greater reward for people who 
really care. 
The graduate programs offered by 
Boston-Bouve College provide you 
with a widft range of career opportu-
nities in health, sport, and leisure 
studies, rehabilitation, counseling, 
communication disorders, and 
education. 
Our faculty have receiv~d national 
and international recognition for 
their research, teaching and service 
to others and to their profession. 
Boston-Bouve College has well-
established clinical affiliations with 
some of Boston's leading medical, 
educational and research facilities. 
Study may lead to a master's 
degree, certificate of advanced grad-
uate study (CAGS), or doctoral 
degree. Most programs are offered. 
on a part-time as well as full-time · 
basis, combining classroom theory 
with practical hands-o_n experience. 
Courses meet in the late afternoon, 
and early evening, so students can . 
continue to work 
Graduate programs are offered in 




Clinical Exercise Physiology 
College Student Personnel Work 
& Counseling 
Consulting Teacher of Reading 
Counseling Psychology 
Curriculum & Instruction 
Educational Research 
Human Development 
Human Resource Counseling 
Human Services Specialist 
Physical Education 










Call (617) 437-2708, or write Grad-
uate School, Boston-Bouve College 
of Human Development Professions, 
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern Uni-
versity, Boston, MA 02115. Because 
some of life's greatest rewards come 













STOP PAYING RENT! INVEST 
FOR NEXT SEMESTER! 3 bdrm 
RANCH,l mile from UNH, (not in 
a neighborhood!), totally 
renovated, new kitchen and 
. 1 1/2 baths, garden space and 
yard; lC>w maintenance, on K. 
Van. 2 car insulated garage, 
. $129,000 .. Call 868-5855. 
. 1982 Plym~uth Reliant Wagon, 
auto., good running condition, 
good rubber, new exhaust, well 
maintained by orig. owner, $900. 
Call 868-5855 
· 17 irtch specialized mountain 
bike. Excellent condition, 2yrs · 
old, :rarely used. $375. Call 
868~6117 . 
1986 Yamaha F2 750. Vance -
and Hines exhaust, new front 
tire. Exe. shape and awesome 
tf.me. $2200. Call 868-5160 and 
ask for FoFCl. · 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM $100 -
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes 
Chevrolets. Surplus Buyer~ 
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 
ext.A 18587. ' 
1975 Volvo Wagon,-60K on 
rebuilt engine, AM-FM cassette, 
~1200. Also 1974 Plymouth 
Valient, 100K. Good shape, runs 
well. $650. 942-8144 
1981 Pontiac Trans Am, new 350 
engine, mag wheels, T-roof, 
eagle, and more. Asking $4000. 
Call 868-7560. 
Queen size water~ - complete 
$1400. HP4ICV calculatorw/ 
advantage pack $60. 1985 
Suzuki Quadracer - 250cc liquid 
coded $1200 or B.O., , 
Dario eves. @ 7560. 
Honda Motorcycle - This 1982 
CM 450 has very low mileage and 
. is meticulously maintained· w / 
reg. oil changes, etc'. A great first 
bike. Call John or Mike at 862-
4722 . 
.1975 Chevrolet Impala. Runs 
well, new tites, radiator,etc. · 
Good winter car. 
_ $300. Call Peter 868-:3983. 
Leave Il1-essage 
1986 Red Yugo. 62K. Runs 
well. $1100 or b/o. Call 431-
. 2186 after 7pm. 
Bicycle - Shogun Alpine GT, 27" 
frame, perfect for tall riders. 18 
spd 
x-country .tourer, ab<> good sport 
racer. New cond. A $500 bike . · 
priced to sell at $250. Call John, 
432-5191 . 
1985 Renault Alliance 
"Co~vertihle", 39 K, still under 
warranty. Must sell (need money 
for grad. school) $3995. Call-
Kathy at 7 42-024 7 - leave · 
ATTENTION - EARN $$ READING 
, BOOKS! .$32,000/year income 
potential. Details 1-602-SyB- " 
8885, ext. · BK 18587 
ATTENTION - HIRING! 
Government jobs in your area. 
Many immediate openings w / out 
waiting list or test. $17,840 -
,. ·"/'I"' I 
I • ,.. 't' 
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Classified 
$69,485. call 1-·002-838-8885, 
ext. R18587 
THE OPPURfUNITY IS 
KNOCKING FOR COMPU1ER 
SCIENCE MAJORS. Take 
. advantage of flexible hours, 
experience, credits, and$$$. 
Call FIELD EXPERIENCE at 862-
1184 (#89066) 
COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS 
come work with the BIG NAMES 
in tdevision. · Positions available 
, on various programs. Call your 
FIELD EXPERIENCE coordinator 
at 862-1184 ijob #89076) 
LOOKING FOR A REALLY COOL 
JOB? Mature disabled ·male is 
. looking for a personal caretaker. 
Pay is $6.25/hr. Flexible hours. 
Consists of personal grooming, 
meal preparation; food shopping. 
Very accessible to students on 
campus. Call 868-1986 and 
leave a message. · · 
WANTED: Personal care 
attendant, part-time, $6-7 /hr: 
weekend mornings and week or 
weekend nights; flexible hours. 
Call t;athan at 659-2141 before 
10am or af~r 6pm.~ 
GROWING 1ELEMARKETING 
AGENCY SEEKS well-spoken, 
self-motivated individuals. 
Flexible schedule, $6.00/hour 
after training. 7 43-4459 contact 
Jody . . 
MASSEUSE WANTED for busy 
executive. Experience not 
required. Must be reliable and 
have own ~portatton. Two to 
four hours per week; permanent 
position. $35/hour. 964-9301 (N. 
Hampton, NH) 
Are you looking for extra income 
this semester? We have part 
time/ full time · positions 
available. Call 743"'.3261 after 
5pm for details. 
Work Study j0b-ExeterPublic . 
Library. $6 per hour, shelving, 
shelf reading and other tasks. 
Contact the UNI-i Financial Aid 
·Office for more info. 
Party Time ·& Travel is looking for 
Well Organized, Motivated 
Students, Resident Assistants, 
Class Officers, Student Activities 
'Personnel, Sororities, Fraternities 
or any other individual or group 
to organize Group or individual . 
Travel to Montreal or Spring 
Break trips to Mexico and the 
Caribbean. Earn Extra $ Cash & 
Travel FREEi! Call jamie or John 
at 1-800-782-0808. 
you need. Call Lisa - 862-5553. 
WORD PROCESSING. Services 
include resumes, papers, reports, 
desktop publishing, mailing , 
- lists/b1bels, transcription. 
Quality guaranteed. Student 
discounts plus 10% ~ff for ~ew 
clients. Pick-up and delivery 
available. Call Cindy at Words & 
More at (207) 324-1834. · 
Get into self-defense and ~xe;cise 
at HWANG'S SCHOOL OF 
TAEKWON-DO, 42 Main St., 
Dover, 743-6500. Call now for 
special semester rates. 
. Horse boru:ding at new stable .in . 
Lee. 1_2X12 stalls, 2 miles form · 
campus on route 155. Demeritt 
Hill Fann. 96 acres availabie for 
riding. $125 per :c1onth. Call Bill 
868-2134, evenings best. · 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING 
Professional quality, very · ' 
reasonable prices, spelling 
. accuracy included. Call Margaret 
· Mor~. 742-2037. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING - for 
students and professo;s. $1.25/ 
page. Pick up and delivery in 
Durham available. Call Jo'..Anne 
at 332-6162. 
Surprise a friend. Pick up a . 
balloon bouquet any hour of the: · 
~day only at Store 24. 
T-Shirts 
' p,uv,. 
Fox Run Mall, -
Newington, NH 
431-4355 -






Help-Wanted - Part-time. 
Salesperson needed to assist 
manager in selling, pricing, and 
merchandising ski fashions. 
Apply in person at Putnam's Ski 
& Sport, 990 Wayette Rd., 
iiiii111~1:1i It !!~!l,~!i 
Typing/ Word processing, from $1 (U~repair). Delinquent 
professional q~ality, very tax property. Repossessions. Call 
reasonable prices, spelling 1-602-838-8885. Ext GH 18587. 
accuracy included. Call Margaret 
Moran, 742-2037,,Dover. 
VOICE LESSONS- Classical, 
music theatre - All levels ~ Learn 
breathing, voice placement, how 
to audition. Debra Taylor Mayne, 
M. Music, 749-9801. · 
LEARN SPANISH! No'experience 
necessary! After my semester 
study in Spain, will tutor at level 
Room available for female fro 
spring semester in house in 
Durham. Walking distance, 
affordable, furnished. You must · 
see it - please call 868-3890. 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom Cape w/ 
garage, country setting, · 
Madbury, NH. $850-per month. 
Call 664-9092 after 5pm. 
• , Rommate, Portsmouth, non-
,smoker, no pets, clean, 
responsible, student or 
professional for in-town roomy 
ho7:I1e on Kar:ivan. Call for details 
after 5l)m, 436-0688 . 
Roommate wanted for spring · 
semester, 1989-90 in furnished 
Dover home. Kitchen, Bathroom, 
Living room and den. Rent 
cheap- $150/month plus 
utilities. Call 743-0906, please 
leave message. 
DURHAM roommate needed t~ 
sh~ two bedroom apartment on 
Madbury Rd. Walking distance. 
Call Pele at 868-6722 or 868-
,5182 . 
FOR RENT-Durh,un room and 
kitchenette and bath on the 
Oyster River. One mile to 
campus; $275/month. Mrs. 
Harris 868-5182.-
· YO HUDDITESI Get psyched up 
for Homecoming! It will be here 
before you know itl Huddleston 
Hall is still # 11 
When the stresses get to be too 
much, take time out and call 
Cool-Aid Hotline - 862-2293. ' 
Tapeline - 862-3554. 
T-shirts - $10, sweatshirts -
$22. Call Ray or Brian at Kappa 
. Si~ or go to the table on Main St. 
Every Friday. 
The sisters of Kappa Delta 
Soroity w01.~ld like to 
congratulate Frank on 
cC>_t;i_;,quering our waterfall rapids 
and would like to extend you an 
invilation for honorary 
membership. · 
Rush Delta Theta Chi, Mo~day 
Oct.2, Wed. Oct.4, and Thurs·. 
Oct.5. All rushes 7-9pm in ·. 
HillsborQ /Sullivan Rooni MUB 
and Murkland #201. 11111111 it· 
TRAVEL SALES-: sell Spri~g.... .. . The sisters and pledges of ~ppa 
Break package tours to Jamaica Delta would like to congratulate 
and Margarita Isl~d. Earn free all soroitie~ on having a 
travel and extra cash. Great sales successful rush. Good luck with 
experience and flexible hours. your ~new sisters to be! 
Call 1-800-426-7710. 
. 1111,~1~~~~~~~! :;; 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP TO . 
$1700 IN ONLY 1WO DAYSI! 
Student groups, fraternities and 
. sororities n~ed for marketing 
job on campus. For details, plus 
a FREE GIFT, group officers call 
1-800-9~-84 72, extA0. 
\ Accounting Students Association 
1 ~ Alumni night, Wed .• oct.4, 7 -
9pm in McConnell Hall. Find 
answers to your questions from 
those employed in the REAL 
world of accounting. All are . 
welcome! . 
FREE NEWSPAPERS! To be 
, given away for r~ycling, heating, 
! etc. Contact the New Hampshire 
I at 862-1323. 
To my sexy piece oflean beef -
· thank you for the past three 
months. They've ~eri ·the 
greatest ever. If anyone i~ 
wonderful, it's you. Love ya -
Your little brussel sprout. 
To all of my Stoke meeting place . 
rushees - I'm proud of you all -
congratulations! Keep in touch. 
Love, your Phi Mu Rho Chi, .:. 
Cherie 
To the sisters of Phi Mu - our 
new pledges are the best. You all 
did awesome 
with out mel Love, you all -
· Cherie 
Aubrey - all of my _rushees got 
bids, so I won',t rieed that 
shoulder - but trumks anyway! 
SBP (Mikel) -Where .are your 
classes anyway? I can't fmd you 
- Kinda Shy 
SENIORS - Senior night at Glory, 
Daze on Tues. Oct.4th. Happy 
- Hour prices all night long. It 
starts at 9pm and goes until 
close - don't get locked out again 
come early. 
Atomic Flight Rules! 
TEECH - Next time, get your 
own chocolate chip cookiesll - CT 
MICHAEL - You certainly . 
impressed me in the LIMELIGHT 
this summer. Hope you haven't . 
forgotten this APACHE lady. 
Let's keep in touch: II.JOY 
MIHESAUH, 2728 n. La Verne, 
Tuscon, AZ 85712. 
SENIORS - Are you ready for the 
,Job interview process? Start -
plarurlng now. Collegiate Image ":: 
Consultants, Inc., through use of 
video analysis, will help you -
polish your speech and image for 
successful interview · · 
communication. We are now 
scheduling appointments for our 
visit to your area in the near . 1 
future. For more info., write: CIC 
Inc., P.O. Box 772,260 Mam St., 
. Suite #7 Conw~y. NH 038'18. 
ADOPTION: Educated farm 
couple offers newborn l~ve, 
stability, wonderful life. 
Expe~ses paid. Call collect 
Susan and Alan at (802)-592-
3384 . 
. ADOPTION: Infertile couple 
married 12 yrs. anxious to adopt 
healthy white newborn. If you 
can help us, call Marlene and 
Barry collect (203)-268-5123 
after 6:00pm and weekends. 
Paid medical expenses. Legal/ 
cohfidential. 
Looking for a comfortable place 
for your parents to stay? Silver 
St~et Inn, Dover has elegant 
rooms with private baths and full 
breakfast. 743-3000. 
Professional_Word Processing for 
your reports, documentations 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. ' 
Experienced, efficient, re~nable 
rates, quick return. Call Flash 
Fingers (Janet Boyle) ai 659-
3578. 
Need a change of life from the 
humdrum atmosphere of 
Durham? Housing available in 
furnished Dover home spring 
semester. Rent very reasonable. 
Call-'? 43-0906, please leave 
message. 
T-shirts $10 and sweatshirts 
$22. Every Friday on Main St. 
OR call Brian or Ray at Kappa 
Sig, 868-9855. 
Congratulations Amy M., Karin, 
Kristen, Amy H., Lynda, Amy W., 
Barbara, Elizabeth, Nici, Tracey, 
Heather, Sue, Moe, Kim, 
Michelle, 1and Kerry. This is only 
the beginning! Get psyched for a 
great semesterf -Love, the sisters 
ofPhiMu. - . 
Brighten up someone's day! 
Store 24 has balloon bouquets! 
6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA of 
Durham, 44 Main St. 868-1700. 
OpenM-F 
10am - 7pm and Sat.1 lam -
2pm. · 
Cheryl - Thanks for the best rush 
ever. We couldn't have done it 
without youl You are the 
· greatest. Love, the sisters of Phi 
Mu. 
If you need to get away, try the 
Silver Street Inn, Dover. An 
elegant 1880 Victorian home w/ 
private rooms and breakfast 
seived. 743-3000. 
For birthday parties and so 
much more_- Pick up your 










-good typing skills anc 
organizational skills 
a must 
t;1pply in room 151 
of the MUB 
-
I 
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ESSAYS & 
REPORTS , 
19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
--aqnq:~,?,~4~~~~2 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports 
11322 idaho Ave·. #206-SN . Los ~ngeles. CA 90025 
Custom research also avai!able-all levels 
/ 
,,. Pregnant? ~ 
Need Help? 
Seacoast 
Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & COts.BDENPAL 
• pregnancy resong 
• cou~ling & informanon 
• practical support We Care! 
HarLINE 7494441 
90 Washir ,gcon Street 
1. Suite 306 B. · Dover, NH 




$45 (OR LESS) ONE WAY-
THE TRUMP SHUTTLE STUDENT FARE. 
It's the best of fares. Now college and graduate students can fly The Trump Shuttle between New York arid 
-Bostori or Washington for only $45 one way. 
-This special fare is for college and graduate students age 24 or younger and is good on hourly Trump 
Shuttle flights Monday-Friday 10am-2pm and anytime after 7pm, all day Saturday, and Sundayuntil 2pm. 
Just present your valid college-I.D. whe11 you buy a ticket from your travel agent or at The Trump Shuttle ter-
minal at New York LaGuardia, Boston Logan, or Washington National. No reservations required. 
Or~oucanpayevenless-just 1 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 
$37.90 per flight when yo~lurchase The I Call toll free, 1-800-247-8786, see y~urtrarel 
Trump Shuttle TermPass book of 10 I agent, go to The Trump Shuttle ticket counter at the airport or return this coupon to: 
one-way tickets. To order ·. your TermPass, I The Trump Shuttle, TermPass Order Dept.. PO. Box 8. 
mail in the coupon below, --+->r+<:'\>:\1>:·\1·•.--.\,1<'.:n_,1. ;11nsvr: East Elmhurst Sta., East Elmhurst,-N.Y.11369 
or visit any Trump \ \ :_ \ .\i\ :- '· lJ . tJ.l)> / . . □ YES! I'd li~e to purc~ase THE TRU~P SHUTTLE TERMPASS-a book of 
Shuttle ticket \ \ U-- y/· 10 on&way Shuttle tickets for Just $37.90 per flight. 




This is my D School Address D Home Address 
Telephone( ), _____ - College ______ CJassof __ . 
Area Cod~ 
□ Check or Money Order for $379 enclosed. 
Please charge to: D American Express D VISA □MasterCard D Discover 
Card#I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lr:xp.Date __ _ 
Name on Credit Car_._ _____________ _ 
Cardholder Signature ______________ _ 
(Signatuie required for credit card purchases) 
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48 Main Street 
Durham 
(next'to Young's Restaurant) 
·======================----------------------
- AREAS MOST COMPLETE FILM PROCESSlNG 
LABORATO.RY 
IN-HOUSE COLOR PRINT DEVELOPING; EKTACHROME AND 
COMPATIBLE SLIDE DEVELOPING; 





Reprint Pric~s . 
- * 12 Exposure ........................ $ 4.25 
* 15 Exposure ....................... $ 5.55 
* 24 Exposure ....................... $ 8.25 
* 36 Exposure ....................... $12.0d 
'' ' .' ' ' . . . ' ' '. 
(UJ [NJ [}={] 
ATHLETE 
of tfie · 
·WEEK! 
Week Of: OCT. _3 
·PR·ESENTED 
BY 
s P' C R T s 
Name; Mary-Beth Sydlows 
Sport; Women's Soccer . 
Mary-Beth 184 the Wildcats to 
three. key victories this week as she 
scored tw:o goals in a 5-0 win over 
Rhode Island, two goals in a 3-2 
win over Boston College, and . 
played a key role in the transition · 
game in a 3-0 win. over Providence. 
Again~t Boston College, Sydlowski 
scored the game-winner in a key 
victory over the teams long time 1 
nemesis. The win was the first in 
four y~ars against BC, the 
defending ECAC Champions. 
Sydlowski is currently the 
Wildcats second-leading scorer 
with seven goals. UNH holds a ~3 
season record • · 38 Main S'T. 
'lJurliam ':A[:J-{ 03824 
Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every 
Tuesday, ONLY in the New Hampshire .. 
• I tne · f~!:ui 1,ric" Royal Tees, Inc. 
i cl \O··· 
-roet 155 Portland Ave., Dover, NH 
749-6465 . 
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How to meetgreatwomen. 
Now You Can Use The Card 
At The Bookstore. 
It's easier than ever to introduce 
yourself to.Edith Wharton, discover 
Marie Curie, or kick off your shoes 
with Isadora Dupcan. Just_ choose the 
books you like best at the bookstore 
and pay for them with the American 
Express® Card. 
And while you're finding your books, 
you can also shop for collegiate 
sportswear, supplies, stationery-
whatever you need-all with the Card. 
Carry Them Off 
· In Your Free Tote Bag. 
This duffel tote bag is perfect for all 
your bookstore purchases, workout 
clothes, -even a 
weekend trip .. And 
it's yours free 
while· suppl1es 
last. Just u~e the 
r' 
Card for a bookstore purchase of $35 ·. 
or more, -and you'll carry one home .. 
So shop your bookstore ·today. From 
Dickinson to diskettes, use the Card 
_ for· everything you buy. 
TRAVEL Mie::::'s RELATED 
@,.Iii SERVICES 
University of New Hampshire Bookstore 
University of New Hampshire,· Hewitt Hall, Durham, NH 03824 
An Amencan Express company · 
THE' AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER. 
.1 
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;~ STOP BY TUESDAY OCT. 3 ~~ 
;~ SUNDAY OCT. 7 ~~ 
l~ WITHAFRIENDANDTRY ., ---- ------ il 
~-:. US OUT! 2 j · 7 ~~ 
ii I or t Spe_ cial I il 
~~ SAMPLE EXOTIC FLAVORS LIKE I I ~~ 
':~ WILP BERRY, ENGLISH TOFFEE, ALPINE STRAWBERRY. I ~?26i~h~b~~~;z~~y;~~i~~~ci i:;~ng I :~i 
;~ - AND MANY MORE! second of equal or lesser value free. _.._.. .. 
1
___ ~~ :-;, I ._ Coupon re0eemab le only at: I ·,ii~· 
~ ~ 
:-;, Expires O c t . 7 . 19 89 ',ii~ 
:!, I The Llc v.c.r St ore FROZEN UQGFTRT I ~~ 
:!, 10 · 11 D "l M ~ln St . . uu.rnam. NH , · u U . ',ii~ ~."'"'•.', op· en am - pm a1 y . "'"'· ..... ·
. 
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FOOTBALL (continued from p. 32) 
· Facing fourth down and 
one from the UNH nine, the 
Blue Hens went for it and came 
up short when Gil Knight was 
stuffed at · the line of scrim-
mage. 
"'Ibat play had a great 
effect on our team," said Bowes. 
"'Ibe ~ds were charged up and 
they knew that they could stop 
them when they had to." _ 
The Wildcats got on the 
board first-with 7:02 left in the 
first quarter. After a fumble 
recovei:y by right defensive end 
John Du.bots at the Delaware 
34, Griffm quickly movec;I the 
'Cats to a touchdown. . 
ware 42 set up the drive. Cripps 
filled the void -left by Ford by · 
canying- three times for 24 
yards in the drive. 
The Wildcats had two 
more chances to add to their 
lead before halftime, but strug-
gling place-kicker Shawn Lane 
missed on field goal attempts 
of 28 and 33 yards, leaving the 
score 20-0 at the half. 
The Blue Hens cut the 
lead to 20-9 in the third quar.:. 
ter. Don o~Brien got Delaware _ 
on the board with a 28-yard 
field goal. on their initial pos- _ 
session of the-second half. 
Bourassa with ·a 21:..yard scor-
ing strike which gave UNH a 
27<-9 lead. 
Delaware cut the lead 
to 27- l 7with a Vergantino one-
yard touchdown run and a two 
point conversion, but the 
Wildcat's defense and offense 
got tough after that. 
With 6:49 left in the 
game, the Wildcats started the 
key drive of the game, accord-
ing to Bowes. They ran _ 11 
straight running plays and 
although _ they didn't score, 
Delaware didn't touch the ball 
again until -only 2: 13 remain-
ing in the game. By then it was 
too late for a comeback. 
'"To me, the key to that 
game was us taking the foot-
ball and keeping it away from 
them for over four minµtes," 
::;:;:;:;:::::::::::;: :;:;::::;;:::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::::::::: :::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;'.;:;:;:::::;: !{i)))i!i)!?)(ij(i!i!i!}i!\!iiii!ii\ !i)!ii\~i)!i\j!{;\~iii(ii/!::;:!::::::::::•:•:•· ·.· 
:i:::t:::::::::::::::::}}})}}:\/{\\{/~/::·:·:·.······ .. 
/\1?~@/t():>: :=::::< > >:<>J}{ :::::: Onflrstand.10, Griffm hit Mike Gallagher deep down -
the left side for a gain of -81 
yards. Norm Ford_ scored from 
three yards out on the next 
play and with Shawn Lane's 
extra point it was 7-0. 
Following a Cripps 
fumble at the Delaware 23, Blue 
Hen quarterback Bil! Ver-
gantino led a 80-yard touc})-
dowri 'drive that ended with a 
34-yard Vergantino to Derrin 
Ferrell scoring toss. _ O'Brien's 
extra point was blocked by 
Ch1is Porter, leaving the score · 
20-9. 
said Bowes. '"That really broke ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~ 
The Wildcats scored 
again on their next possession 
to go ahead 14-0 at the end of 
the first quart:er~ A seven play, 
78 yard drive was capped offby 
a 17 yard scoring pass from 
Griffm to split end .Johi:i Peri:y. 
Although _ Norm Ford 
left in fhe second quarte'r with 
an injured knee, the 'Cats in-
creased their lead to 20-0 with 
another Griffin to Perry touch-
down pass, this one covering 
eight yards. 
A fumble recovei:y_ by 
Dwayne Gordon at the Dela-
· Mark Carr made. his 
first appearance of the season 
on the following drive. Griffm 
was pulled due to a shoulder 
injui:y. His first two drives as 
quarterback were unsuccess-
- ful,-but on his third drive he led 
to 'Cats to their fmal points of 
the game. 
The touchdown · was 
' set up by a Ron Baisden blocked 
punt which gave the Wildcats · 
possession at the Delaware 28. 
Two plays later, Carr hit Bari:y 
their back." 
When Delaware did., 
take _over, they ran three plays 
which lost a total of five yards, 
· and on fotµih down punted 
away. The 'Cats ran out the 
clock to complete the 27-1 7 
victory. 
· .. It feels awfully -good 
to get a win," said Bowes. "We 
had to get it and we did." · 
. Next week the Wild-
cats will travel to Northeastern· 
looking for another win, then 
return~for three straight home 
games. 
/Tennis ·hit ·at the n"et 
Nagging individual iajuries 
cause default of matches 
• . 
, r 
By Carol Christman · New Hampshire's third seed 
In their · first 'NAC Kara McKenna had to retire 
· Women's Tennis Champion- against Vermont's Missy 
ship toum~ent, UNH was Daniels due to tendinitis in her 
seJVed upsetting results. . _ arm. 
On a draw, UNH played - Once again with two 
Hartford in the semis and lost losses and one default, UNH 
3_-2. With UNH's top three seeds was down. In the final singles, 
losing, tp.erewasn'tmuchmore fourth seed Tort Wincup had a 
the Wildcats could do. They did decisive victoi:y over y ermont's · 
bounce back in the last singles · Michelle Boucher 6~0. 6-3: The 
match with Tori Wincup de- doubles also dominated once 
-reating Lara Correll 6~3, 6~3. again with Hyde and Bye de-
UNH was.also victori- featingE.C. Shepard and Kathy 
ous in doubles although only Kuebler 6-1, 6-1. 
one match was played. Wildcat -ibis was the first time 
sophomore Tamie Hyde •and _ I've ever played with Karyn," 
freshmannewcomerK.arynBye Wildcat Hyde said about her 
defeated Hartford's Donna _ doubles partner. Defeating both 
, Geneen and Megan Brennan Hartford and Vermont iii ~ 
· 6-0, 6-3. doubles Hyde continued with 
.. Had this c;lose match .. We did what we had to .do." 
gone differently, things would Unfortunately UNH still came 
have been better," said Head _ up short, 3-2. 
Coach Russ McCurdy. BU found its way to 
But instead, things got the top, followed by Hartford, 
worse for UNH. In the match yermont, UNH, and Maine. · 
deciding third and fourth place, 
UNH battled against Vermont 
Top two seeds Liz Lerner and 
Sarah Tonna lost two close 
matches. Lerner played aga.tnsl 
UVM's Jan Barfield and lost 6-
1, 6-4 and Tonna lost 6-4, 6-3 
to Tammy Azur. As if being 
behind 2~0 wasn't enough, 
injuries -~ came into effect. . 
Although UNH plugged 
in a loss, Hyde and Bye im-
pressed Coach Mccurdy. The 
coach 'kept them together in 
another successful doubles 
against Maine in a make-up 
game from September I 5th. 
In doubles, Hyde and 
Bye won 6-1, 6-3. In singles 
Hyde was placed in the num-
ber fout seed against Maine's 
Kim Keegan and won 6-1, 6-1. 
Bye was placed in the number 
five spot and defeated Wendy 
Semonian 7-5, 6-~- Number 
one and two seeds Lerner and 
Tonna won their matches and 
were placed together in doubles · 
as well. The Wildcat pair de-
feated Maine's Keegan and Sue 
Steen 6-1, 6-2. The only losses 
UNH had against Maine in their 
6-3 victoi:y were due to de-
faults. Wincup had sprained 
foot so she was forced to retire_ 
her number three seeci. Due to 
McKenna's injui:y at number 
six seed, the match wasn't 
played at all., McKenna did ti:y 
to come back in the doubles 
with Tonna but this ended up 
in the third default. As Coach 
Mccurdy put it, the Wildcat's 
were "walking wounded." 
Because tournament 
play does not , record into the 
standings, the UNH victoi:yover 
Maine brings their record to 4-
2. The Wildcats, with two in-
jured players, have a tough 
week ahead with three sched-
uled matches. 
~If everyone plays;-
tough, we should do fine," said 
Hyde. 
Field hockey . 
holds footing in 
. -
rain and·· mud· · 
Dominates over BC, 1 -·o · 
By Liisa Reimann 
. The pouring rain did 
nothing to deter the UNH field 
hockey team yesterday as -they 
churned up the wet mud .and 
made up.for Sunday's 3-2 loss 
at Providence College by beat-
ing Boston University 1-0. 
.. It was a vei:y impor-
tant game for us," said Head · 
Coach Marisa Didio. The 
match, part of the North Atlan-
tic Conference Championship 
games, _improved UNH's stand-
ing ~onsiderably. _ 
Thus farthe 'Cats have 
beaten · all their conf ere nee 
opponents, with the exception . 
of Northeastern University and 
are in a good position. · 
'"To shut BU out.is vei:y 
un_common," said Didio, espe-
cially pleased with the out-
standing performances from 
the team's defensive line. ·'"They 
. responded very well after the 
loss at Providence." 
That loss, however, 
was not due to bad .play ac-
cording to Assistant Coach 
Karen Geromini. 
"We didn't come out 
strong enough in the: first half," 
said-Geromini, who feels that 
the two teams are well-
matchec:l. "'Ibey're big kids, fast 
,,, 
kids, and they're hungi:y. They 
remind me of ourselves." She 
clarified that PC isn't really a 
stronger team, they just had a 
better game. 
· "'Ibey played two great 
halves.- ·we played one great 
half and .one good half," she 
said. 
Didio agreed, saying 
that although UNH had plenty 
of opportunities, they just didn't 
c~pita&e on them effectively 
enough. Despite this, Didio 
felt that the 'Cats played very 
well, especially Kristin Vander- . 
Heyden and left back Deb 
Blumen. 
Co- captain · Karen 
Brady also praised Blumen's 
play. 
, "She had the toughest 
match-up, . marking Sally 
Maxwell, [an All-American for-
-ward and BU's bestplayer] and 
took her right out of the game," 
said Brady. 
. Making such high-in-
tensity play their main objec-
tive, the 'Cats will take on the 
University of Connecticut on -
Saturdayy October 6th, con-
tinuing the struggle for the title 
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The women'• aoccer team roµect along. brlnging ln another win on . Saturday against Providence College (Michelle Adam photo). 
'Cats attend Rutgers Invitational 
By Frank Bonsal 
The Women's Cross 
Countcy team tr,veled to New 
Brunswick. NJ. to compete in 
the Rutgers University Invita-
tional last saturday. The meet 
was composed of 67 runners 
from nine teams. The Lady'cats 
finished in a tie for flfth place 
with host Rutgers by a . team 
score of 128. Penn State's Chris 
Lindy won the event boosting 
her team to first place with 29 
team points. UPenn, URI, and 
Springfield College finished 
second, third, and fourth with 
50, 101, and 121 respective 
team points .. UNH beat teams 
~ from Princeton, Trenton State, 
. and Georgian_ Court 'which 
-placed sixth, · seventh, ·and 
eighth. 
Jen Briggs finished 
first for UNH in 11th place at 
18:31, a personal record on the 
course. Freshman standout 
Meghan McCleaiy came in two 
seconds later, placing 12th at 
18:33, also a personal record 
on the course. Sophomore Kim 
Cilley was another ·cat to have . 
a course PR, finishing 26th at 
19:04. Other lead runners for 
UNHwereHeidiWoolever, 38th 
at 19:25, Tam Toselli, 41st at 
19:33, Karen Cote, 48th at 
19:54, and Judi Robichaud, 
54th at 20:28. 
On perhaps a disap-
pointing finish for the Lady 
'Cats, Coach Krueger reflected 
po~itlvely. 
"We were hoping to 
solidly hold down fifth,.. she 
said. "1be team is inexperi-
enced and a little too young at 
Anderson (continued from p. 32) 
Her extensive back-
ground is only a part of the 
preparation that goes into 
World Cup caliber playing. The 
mental preparation before each 
match is just as important as 
being physically in shape. 
. Thursdaynight, before 
Friday's final game, the team 
pulled together, making differ- · 
ent comments that would 
· hopefully energize the attack. 
"By the team express-
'ing themselves in front of each 
other, it got me psyched to 
play," said Anderson. 
- On Friday, she needed 
to stay mentally focused on 
that.game; the win was vital. 
"The results of Friday's 
game would determine the fi-
nals. England, Australia, and 
U.S. had all lost one game. It 
came down to the differen~e of 
goals scored and goals against," 
she said. 
Australia had to beat 
Wales by some absurd number 
around 24, but only managed 
a 9 -3 victory. England beat 
Scotland, which landed the U.S. 
team and England in the fi-
nals. 
The Cup now sits in 
Coach Stahl's home until 1933 
when the World Cup will be 
· held again in Scotland . 
, Anderson believes the 
key to success on the U.S. Team 
is "every player on our t~~ 
played with thoughts of the 
team first, themselves. seconq. 
The defense worked together 
well." There was more an indi-
vidual frame of mind on the '86 
team, she said. 
· Anderson had reached 
her final goal. She had contrib-
uted to the outcome of the 
game. It was a total rush of . 
energy, she said. 
Now, as, a coach, An-
derson can bring home the' 
valuable experience she has 
gained from playing at the 
World Cup level. She ' brings 
the training, attitudes . of how 
to be a member of the team, 
this point, but we are progress-
ing well." Krueger stated that 
the times were good and the 
team remained relatively in-
jwy free. Krueger attributes ~a 
lot of spirit and spunk" to the 
team's progression and holds a 
positive attitude toward the rest 
of the season. 
The Lady 'Cats head 
up to Maine this Saturday to 
take on the Bears. There will be 
som~ changes in the line up for 
this weekend as Coach Krueger 
gives some of her runners a 
rest in preparation for the New 
Englands. Look for senior tri-
captatn Dawn Enterlein, back 
from ·an injwy, to run against 
Maine in her first race of the 
season. 
and the crucial aspects of the 
mental part of the game. 
"She's just like one of 
us, .. said UNHWomen's Soccer 
Team Co-Captain Maura 
Naughton. She's a good coach 
who loves the game oflacrosse. 
It comes out in her coaching. 
She always looks to see im-
provement in her players, said 
· Naughton, who is also from 
. Needham and played lacrosse 
in high school and at UNH for a 
year. "She encourages you to 
'do your best." 
_ The life of an athlete 
takes dedication. There · is a . 
special drive inside a person to 
reach a certain level of ability. 
Anderson has that drive, that 
competitiveness, and was able 
to reach one of her final goals. 
She doesn't see herself on the 
'•93 team. 
"1bere's no better way 
to hang up my cleats than 
scoring the game winner and . 
taking home the gold,• ~he said. 
.. It's the ultimate.· 
Men'S x-Country . . . . nm to victory 
Randy Hall continues his 
personal success 
By Frank Bonsal . 
• TheMen'sCrossCoun-
tcy team continued their win-
~ing trend at home last Friday, 
hosting teams from Bates Col-
lege and Tufts University. The 
College Woods Course provided 
ideal weather and conditions 
as the Wildcats took top hon-
ors in th~ meet by a team score 
of 23. Bates was second with 
37 while Tufts placed third with 
64 team points. 
The Wildcats captured 
ftveoftheflrst IO places. Randy 
Hall won the meet, his third 
win this season, with a good 
time of 25: 15. Mike Cannuscio 
placed a strong second at 25:36 
beating out Bates' number one 
·runner, Bob Sprague, who 
placed third with a time of 
25:55. Other UNH runners 
placing in the top 10 were Greg 
Wipf (fourth at 25:58), Andy 
Charron (sixth at 26: 11), and 
Jim Gebhardt (10th at 26:20). 
Bates finished in third, flfth, 
eighth and nineth places; Tufts 
placed one runner in the top 
I 0, Joel Rich, who was seventh 
at -26:12. 
This was the second 
time this season that UNH met 
a good Bates team, and the 
Wildcats had certain goals in 
mind heading into Friday's 
race. 
"Bates was capable of 
beating us," .said UNH Coach 
Jim Boulanger. "'Ibey are . a 
good grouping team." UNH 
countered Bates' group pace-
setting attempts by improving 
their times 'in both the lead and 
second groups. Mike Cannus-
cio reached a personal goal in 
beating Sprague of Bates in 
impressive form. Greg Wipf 
placed just three seconds be-
hind Sprague and is "constantly . 
improving, .. said Boulanger. 
Overall, it was a good 
meet for the 'Cats who head up 
to Maine on Friday, October 6 
in their last dual/tri meet of 
the season. Maine will chal-
lenge the speed and depth of 
the Wildcat attack with two 
good frontrunners, O'Malley 
and Young. II) emphasis of the 
UNH/UMO rivalry Coach Bou-
langer ~ommented "this is the 
race we want to win all year.· 
Randy ila1l helped the crou country team along. winning his third meet ln a row (Michelle Adam photo). 








By Kim Armstrong 
Sudden death over-
time. Both teams obViously had 
the ability to score under pres- -, 
sure. They came out of regula-
. ,tion overtime in a 5-5 tie. Both 
England and the United States 
knew whoever scored the next 
goal would bring home the 
World Cup in lacrosse. 
Marge Anderson, tJNB head aoccer and lac~ coach retuma 
from Australia with a winning goal (Ben Frazier photo) 
. The key factor · would 
be gaining possession. Betsy winning,· said Anderson, who 
Dougherty snagged possession · also played on the '86 team 
fl(st Betsy had to reach farther which lost to Australia in the 
than she.thought she could. In finals . . 
mid air, she took a stab at the .. It was the most excit-
ball and stole it before it even Ing game I've ever participated 
hit England's stick.Marge lmew in,· ~he said ... ,twas constantly 
Uteywere going to have fo make going back and forth, give and 
something happen quickly. take with the lead, never know"' 
Betsy bolted down field, · the ing· the outcome. At the end of 
defender about a yard at her the game, with one minute left, 
heals. Two players were down we tied the game. We got a free 
low and worked off each other position (like a penalty shot) . 
to create a space for Betsy to and tied it 4-4. • 
penetrate.Aboutl2metersout, .. All of us felt like we 
there was one defender left, could win this game. We had 
Marge'sdefender. Thedefender opportunities to score but we 
stepped to Betsy, leavmgMarge couldn't put it in the back of the 
open. Betsy dished the ball off net." · 
to Marge. Using her speed and After regulation time 
skills. Marge first faked the had ended, two three-minute 
gealkeeper. Next she put the periods were played. US scored 
ball in the back of the net. the first goal. There were three 
, Just l O seconds. · minutes left. The US team felt 
That's all sudden death took to confident. But England broke 
find a winner on September through to tie it 5-5. Sudden 
9th in Perth, Australia. Just'l O -death. Marge Anderson's .goal. 
seconds and it was all over. But most of all Anderson's 
"'This long drawn out d~sires to win and be the best 
game had fma11f come to an thatshecanbeasacompetitor. 
end and we were standing on · That's what was seen in the 
the winner's side," said Marge final lo seconds of this game. 
Anderson, UNH women's head Marge Ander~n is a 
soccer and lacrosse coach, and .. competitor," said US Lacrosse 
winning goai-scorer for tlie Team Head . Coach Sue Stahl. 
1989 World Cup. Lacrosse .. She's not necessarily among 
Team. She said she felt · like the fastest. but she's quick. 
"dancing around the net" after She's faster than she thinks 
the ball hit the back.of the net. she ts which makes her good 
"For me, that has been for the home area." Stahl said 
the ultimate feeling as a player. she couldn 't_pick one strength 
_ To go as far as your sport will ofAnderson'sandsheshouldn't 
allow, the World Cup, , and have to. 
.. A combination of dif..: 
ferent assets makes · a good 
player; skill, a competitor, 
hustle, coachable, whatever it 
takes to be a good athlete, "--She 
said. Sh~'s an aggressive at- · 
tackerwith the attitude of"gtve 
it to me, I want to score, lwant 
the ball.• That kind of attitude 
scores goals, makes a player a 
competitor, she said. 
A competitive attitude 
just doesn't arise instantane-
ously. Many years of physical 
and mental preparation have 
letAndersoil reach her current 
goals. She played the Needham 
High School in N~dham, MA 
She was named to Boston 
Globe All-Scholastic Teams for 
soccer, basketball, and la-
crosse. Four years. of varsity 
lacrosse at UMass led her to 
the UMass National Chan)pi-
onship in the inaugural NCAA · 
lacrosse tournament in 1982. 
She has pl~yed for the New 
England District Team for nine 
years, winning the USWLA 
National Championship in 
1982 and '84. And her U.S. 
career tallies an impressive 
eight-year member of the U.S. 
Squad program, a member of 
the 1986 World Cup Team ap.d 
overall high scorer in the 1986 
World Cup Games. She also 
played on the 1984 U.S; Tour-
ing Team to England. Pretty, 
impressive background. 
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'Cats bring 
ome first win 
By Jeff Novotny 
Facing the prospect of 
falling to 0-3 «µid possibly out 
of contention in the Yankee 
Conference, the Wildcat foot-
ball team traveled to Delaware 
last wee~end to take on the 
unbeaten Blue Hens. Keyed by 
an opportunistic defense and 
a strong running attack, the 
'Cats came away with 27-17 
upset of their Yankee Confer-
ence rivals Saturday. . 
The defense helped set 
up three of the four UNH touch-
downs in the game, two with 
fumble recoveries and another 
with a blocked punt. Kyle 
· Cripps, a back-up tailback, 
came off the bench to replace 
injured starter Norm Ford and 
led the rushing attack with 
132 yards on 23 attempts. The 
team ran for total of 222 yards 
on 48 carries, a 4.6 average. 
In addition to the fme 
running game, the UNH quar-
terback duo of Matt Griffin and 
Mark Catr connected for three 
touchdown passes. UNH Head 
Coach Bill Bowes attributed the 
victo:ry to the efforts of the of-
fensive line. _ 
"The offensive line did 
a real good job all day long, 
especially on pass protection," 
said Bowes ... We didn't get 
sacked at all~ and the quarter-
backs weren't under pressure 
too much. Also, it makes your -
passing game all the more ef-
fective whenever you're able to 
rush the ball as well as we did." 
The game started with 
Delaware driving from their own 
21 deep, into Wildcat territo:ry 
following the~ opening kickoff. 
· FOOTBALL, P. 30 
Wildcat .soccer· 
· .. "-·-:' 
dominates, 4-1 
/ 
By Toby Trotman over the goalkeeper and into 
The men's soccer the roof of the net. 
· tec;llll, hampered by ill fortune Within two minutes of 
during the first half of the thesecondhalfthe'Catssc9red 
season, improved their record their third goal and with it to:ok 
to 2-3-1 with a memorable 4-1 · control of tpe game. A_ goal-
victoiy over the University of mouth. scramble was ended by 
M~ne. The game, played at senior Paul Anderson • who 
Orono last Friday, was vital for poked the ball past the Maine 
UNH as it marked the start of keeper, Totj.d Brennan. 
Conference play. Maine was, a As Maine poured on 
co-champion of the North At- the pressure, Agrodni~ and his · 
lantic Conference last year and defense stood firm before Bren-
were 4-2-1 this season before nan secured the win ip. the dying 
being mauled_· by the 'Cats. minute~ of the game. UNH was 
.. The game · showed awarded a penalty for a Maine 
what can happen when every- hartdball and Brennan con-
one plays to their potential. It's yerted it for his third goal of the 
a sign of things to come," said se~son._ 
midflelderAlanJacobsonrefer- For his goal and two 
Ing to the team's best perform- assists Scott Brennan was 
ance of the year. _ named NAC Player of the Week. 
The .'Cats fell behind This is a great individual award 
in the 11th minute. A Maine but Coach Garber was more 
free kick floated across the area pleased by the whole team's 
to the far post where midfielder performance. 
David Kelly was well placed to . - "The, sign of . a good 
head the ball past goalie Aaron team is having other people . 
Agrodnia. This proved to be the that can score," said Garber. 
only time he was beaten. The The win puts UNH in 
freshman had an excellent first place ln the NAC and was 
debut shot between the posts. vital for the Wildcats' prospects 
As has happened in of post season play. 
eve:ry game this season, the 'The ball is in our court 
early set ~ck woke up UNH, now ... we don't have to wait for 
whose renewed pressure was someone to lose,"· commented 
rewardeq after half an hour. A Garber . . 
Scott Brennan comer was met This Wednesday the 
1n the ·crowded . box by Junior 'Cats travel to Babson seeking 
Joe Calder who· headed the to even their record before en-
ball home to tie up the game. tertaining Vermont on Satur-
It was from another day. Vermont is ranked 12-th in 
Brennan comer that the 'Cats the nation, number one in New 
took the_ lead in the 39th min- England, and will prove a stem 
ute. Spotting Craig Streng test for the youngUNH team as 
alone in front of the goal, Bren- they continue league play and 
nan crossed perfectly to the their drive to the NAC tourna-
mldftelder who shot the ball merit. 
